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BUY
ONE,
ONE
IN A UN1QUE marketing
venture Island Records
are collaborating with the
Vtrgte chain of record
hops to give cuatnmers a
chance to take home a
record
with the opdon
of returning It free of

'REMEMBER
BOLAN': LAST
ALBUMS SET

...

Marge.

-

called
The scheme
'Buy One Try One'
operºtes when the cus
tomer buys any one of

-

Island'stop four"

albums. They then have
the option of also buying
Robert Palmer's 'Double
Fun', his new album, at a
ti discount. Total coat is
[e. 20. Customers then
receive a dated receipt
and can return the
Palmer album within a
week to receive a full
[3.10 refund.
The scheme, which rums
for a month, starts this
week.
But [eland emphasise
that customers must buy
two albums. One will be
the Palmer album, the
other is choice from Bob

Marley'. 'Exodus'

or

'Kayo', John Martyn's

'One World' or Eddie and
the Hot Rods' 'Lite on the

Line'.

EMI ARE to release a
double album on April 7
which will contain all of
Marc Bolan's singles that
were made with Cube Records and as yet
unreleased 14 minute
suite The Children Of
Raarn'.
The album set is
entitled 'Marc' and is
subtitled The Words And
Music of Marc Bolan 1947197'.
Bolan began the 'Ch11dren of Roam' suite two
years ago with producer
Tony Visconti, but It was
still uncompleted at the
time of Bolan's death last
September. The track has
since been completed by

Visconti.
A form accompanying
the album, if filled in
together with payment of
25p, will result in the
sender receiving a single

featuring an interview
with Marc by Stevie

Dixon, and talks about
Marc by Steve 'Harley

and John Peel.
Meanwhile, Marc's memorial plate has been

... TOUR

TOURS

FUNKY TEAM: SouthgateRoyalty Ballroom, April
7, Saltburn Phllmore Disco 8, Siloth Stannix Park
Holiday Centre 9. Darlington Houghton Le Skerne
Club 10. Scarborough A uarlous 11, Greenham
Common USAF 12, RAF ColUshal 13, Wlthernsea
Grand Pavilion 14, Retford Porterhouse Restaurant

BETHNAL: Added dates, Sheffield Limit April

15.

1, 2,

Manchester Rafters 3, 4. Swansea Nutz Club 6,
Newport Village 7, Birmingham Barbarellas 8,
Wolverhampton Civic Hall 10, London Music
Machine 13, Norwich Toppers 14.
Ll1RKERS: London Rochester Castle April 28.
TUBEW AY ARMY: London Vortex April 3.
THE DEPRESSIONS: Whitley Bay Rex Hotel,
April 2 Brighton The Richmond 4, London
Speakeasy 12, Manchester Pips 13, Bradford
Technical College 14, Nottingham Sandpiper 28,
Reading Bulmershe College 29,

CIMARONS: Belfast Polytechnic April 25,
Coleraine University 26, Belfast Queens University
27,

Dublin University College

28.

JAPAN support Blue Oyster Cult on their
upcoming tour. Dates are' Bristol Colston Hall
April 27, Manchester Free Trade Hall 28, Glasgow
Apollo 29, Newcastle City Hall 30, Birmingham

Odeon May 1, London Hammersmith Odeon 3 and

4.

PLANET GONG: London Tabernacle Community
Centre, March 23, Stroud Spring Festival 25, Yeovil
Johnson Hall 211, Newport Kings Head Hotel 27,
Bristol Corn Exchange 28, Borth Hall 29, Mold
Assembly Hall 30. Keele University 31. Manchester
University April 1, Leeds Fforde Green Hotel 3,
Bolton Institute of Technology 4, Liverpool Erics 5,
Sheffield Limit Club 0, Warwick University 7, Hemel
Hempstead Decorum College 8, Colchester Essex
University 9, Cambridge Corn Exchange 11,
Wallington Public Hall 12. Margate Dreamland 13,
Central London Polytechnic 14. Reading College of
Technology 15,
DANA GIILESPIE returns after a two year
absence to play' London Nashville April 1, London
Hope and Anchor 5. London Golden Lion 8, London
Marquee 9.
THE YOI NG ONES: Hltchin College of Education
April 8, Plymouth Metro 13, London Dingwalls 15,
London Rochester Castle 17, London Lyceum 19
(with Tonight), Liverpool Erics 20, East Retford
Porterhouse 21, Nottingham Boat Club 22, Bristol
Newhridge Institute 23, Swindon Affair 24,
Middlesbrough Teesside Polytechnic 27, Dundee
Technical College 28, Aberdeen University 29, Leeds
Fforde Green Hotel 30.
TAPPER ZUKIE: Added dates: Brighton New
Regent April 6. Manchester Mayflower 8, Leeds
Roots Club 9, Birmingham Rebeccas 10.
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stolen from the London
crematorium where his
funeral service was held.
His father, Mr Simeon

Feld, called RECORD
MIRROR this week to say
that thieves had removed

-

the plate
inscribed "In
loving memory of Marc
Feld who died September
16th, 'He loved to boogie
and danced all through

DURY and the
Blockheads are to undertake an extensive British
tour in May and June, it
was revealed this week.

Dury, currently In

America on a 48
date
tour with Lou Reed,
returns In early May to
play a series of major
venues. And Stiff are to
release a new single by

Ian Dury, 'What

A

Waste', to coincide with
the string of dates.
In all, 26 concerts have
been confirmed, and
Dory is to play his native
London in a "triangle",

taking

In

Lewisham,

Ilford and the Hammersmith Odeon (for two
nights). The inclusion of
an East End venue was
Dury's own choice.
The tour kicks off at
Birmingham Odeon on
May 13 and follows with:

Brighton Top Rank May
12, Hammersmith Odeon

still being added
tour, following

to the
which the

band go Into the studio to
record their debut single
and album.
The itinerary so far

reads: West Runton
Pavilion April 7,
Albans City Hall
Swansea Circles

St.
8,
10,

A Damned

gets job
FORMER lead singer

with the Damned, Dave
Vanlan, has now joined
the Doctors of Madness as
a second lead vocalist.

The augmented Doctors
reveal their new act to the
public at the London
Marquee on April 2. This
Is followed by appearances at London Marquee
on April 10, Manchester
Rafters 11, Scarborough
Penthouse 14, Bishops
Stortford Triad Centre 15
and London Marquee 18.

Kids are coming
THE RICH KIDS are to
headline a concert at

London's Lyceum on
April 26 at the end of a
short series of British

dates, The concert is
being promoted in con-

junction with Capital
Radio.

The band, whose follow
up to 'Rich Kids' Is

expected in early May,
are playing around the
country from .April 20 to 25
but venues have yet to be
announced.

BRIEF
ALAN PRICE rele aes
new aingle'Just For s e
this week. He's You
also
planning a new mueieal
documentary as a followv
up tn'Kelly'.
CARL PERKINS is to

appear on
Bragg's 'SouthMelvyn
Bank
Show' (ITV)

with

13

and

14,

17,

Canterbury Odeon 18,
Lewisham Odeon 19,
Ilford Odeon 20, Bristol
Hall 21, Cardiff Top Rank

Swansea Top Rank 24,
Portsmouth Gulldhall 28,
23,

Aylesbury Friars
Coventry Theatre

27,
28,

Hemel Hempstead Pavilion 291 Manchester Free
Trade Hall 31, Edinburgh
Odeon June 1, Glasgow
Apollo 2, Newcastle City

Hall

4,

Leicester

De

Montford Hall 5, Hanley
Victoria Hall 6, Sheffield
City Hall 7, Bradford St
George's Hall 9, Preston
Guildhall 10, Liverpool
Empire 11.
Ticket prices in Brighton, Cardiff, Swansea,
Aylesbury, Hemel Hempstead and Hanley will be
[2. At all other venues
prices are from [3 to
Ll.. 50.

Cardiff Top Rank II,
Cambridge Corn Exchange 14, London
Thames Polytechnic 15,
Redcar Coatham Bowl 16,
Blackpool Jenkinsons 17,
Manchester Rafters 18,
Sheffield Polytechnic 19,
Bristol Tiffanys 20,
Keighley Victoria Hall 21,

Wigan Casino 22,

Plymouth Castaways 24,
London Music Machine
28, Doncaster Outlook 27,
Newcastle Mayfair 28,
Glasgow Queen Margaret
Union 29, St. Andrews
University 30, Edinburgh
Tiffanys May 1, Liverpool
Erics 2, East Retford
Porterhouse 5, Bradford
University 8, London

Marquee

and 10,
Birmingham Barbarellas
9

13, Reading Top Rank 14.

April 1,
featuring

THE ORIGINAL Johnny
Kidd and the Pirates are
to be commemorated with
Be

a

compilation,etOf to be re-

is now back in Britain- after
working on a film with Marlené Dietrich and Kim
Novak in Berlin
movie set in the 1920's
In 'Just a Gigolo'
Bowie plays the role of a young Prussian officer who
returns to Berlin after the First World War... and
eventually becomes a gigolo He's pictured above in a

DAVID BOWIE

-

-a

Bournemouth
15,

Winter Gardens
Ipswich Gaumont

on

hand

a

Dave Edmund.

'

WILKO STRIDES OUT
FORMER DR Feelgood
guitarist Wilko Johnson
begins his first major UK
tour with his new band
next month. Dates are

IN

-

IUe' "
over the
Easter weekend.
"My wife and I had
been up to take flowers
and it 'was so pretty
then," he told RM. "Then
this happened. We were
very upset. If these
people have got any
conscience at all, they
will return the things that
were stolen. "
his

SPRING TOUR
FOR DURY
IAN

NEWS

scene from

thefrlr
Kim Novak is cast
.

-

matron who
seduces him, and the legendary Marlene Dietrich
the
making her first film appearance since 1961
baroness who recruits him into gigolo service
Of his role in the film Bowie said. "I found it
enthralling to really get Into a person's flesh this
time
"I was very frightened of expressing any kind of
emotion in 'The Man Who Fell To Earth'. But I
réallyfeel very much at home with this character".
Bowie currently on the first leg of a world tour,
also revealed that he would like to enrol in an art
school next year. And he plans to play the part of
painterEgon Schiele in his next film
due to start
shooting in Vienna in July.
"At the moment / want to be known, as a
generalist rather than as a singer, composer, actor
painter," he said
And Bowie now 30 - years - old added "I recently
decided to adopt the doctrine that a man reaches his
most creative strength at 35. I;ve given myself
a notherfive years!"as the society

-is

-

-or

SPEX SIGN

- SCOOP

X-RAY SPEX, following a one -oft single hit with
Virgin, have now signed to EMI's Licensed
Repertoire Division, Records from the band will now
be released on a specially created 'X -Ray Spex' label
featuring the band's own logo.
The first single will be 'The Day The World Turned
Dayglo' coupled with Tama Poseur'
both Poly
Styrene compositions. And the band are working on a
debut album for release in the late summer.
Meanwhile they undertake an extensive British
tour with dates as follows: Manchester Rafters
March 30, Nottingham Sandpiper 31, Liverpool Erics
April 1, Bristol Tiffanys 6, Plymouth Metro 7,
Cheltenham Town Hall 8, London Music Machine 10,
Birmingham Barbarellas II, Brighton New Regent
14, Bishops Stortford Triad Centre 15, Croydon
Greyhound 16, Swindon Affair 17, Cardiff Top Rank
18, Middleton Civic Hall 20, Wolverhampton
Lafayette 21, Redcar Coatham Bowl 23, Blackburn
King Georges Hall 24, Coventry Locarno 25,
Maidstone Art College 28, Shrewsbury Tiffanys 30.

-

LONG LIVE RAINBOW
- AWAITED new album from Rainbow
will now be released on April 14.
Entitled 'Long Live Rock 'n' Roll' it features six
tracks written by Ritchie Black more and Ronnie Dlo,

THE LONG

and two by Blackmore, Dio and Cozy Powell.

leased by EMI In April,
THE venerable Mango
Jerry, who are playing In
Bulgaria in June, precede.
their Iron Curtain vial
with a tour of the South
African States, taking In
Rhodesia, Bulawayo and

Botswana,

set for American release

il.

In

SAMANAprTHA SAND'S

released this week.

THE

SECOND RCA
album from Sad Cafe is
available from April 7.
ANDY DESMOND'S first
Arlola single, from his
debut album,

on

March

Tom Robinson also picked up two awards for 'Beet
London Band' and 'Most Promising New Group'.
Finally Queen's 'We Are The Champions' won an
award as the most requested record on the 'Capital

Blume'.

RADIO CLYDE: Glasgow's commercial radio atanon
are to back a week-long "festival for the people" In
the city in May. Called 'Clyde 78' the West of Scotland
festival features pop shows and entertainments
ranging from trampollning to Roman chariot racing.
Among the acts appearing will be Showaddywaddy
and Cllla Black. 'Clyde 78' runs from May t8 lo May
27 and further Information Is available from Patsy
Dewar Gibb on 041 (Glasgow) -'din 2555.
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David Soul has cancelled
a promotional
visit to,
Britain, because he's
suffering from a bad

-

back.

Soul, 34, was due In
London this week for the
opening of his new film,
'The Stick Up'.
But the star of 'Starsky
and Hutch' Is now In

hospital

.

,

.

and

film's release has
put back until May.

the
been

Forever
changes
CHICK COREA
cancelled one

Of

has

two

scheduled London Rainbow concerts due to what
the promoter described as

"logistical difficulties."

The concert on March
now scrubbed, and
tickets can be exchanged
for the second date on
30 Is

Ter.,

BRS 01
IPSO"

1

released

tipple".
ACTOR AND singer

RADIO NEWS
11"(#4

Is

31,

'Each And Every Day',
FORMER Deep Purple"
bass player Roger Glover
releases his new album
'Elements' In April.
ELKIE BROOKS, currently In the charts with,'
'Lilac Wine', can now be
seen In double page
magazine advertisements
for Guinness. The drink,
the makers claim, Is her

March 31.

s¡

de'''

but album 'Emotion' is

CAPITAL RADIO: Elton John last week collected two

'Brats' In the second annual Capital Radio Music
Awards Gala presentation last week. He was voted
'Best Male Singer' and his Wembley Empire Pool
concert last year was voted 'Best London Concert'.
In the other sections 'Mull of Kintyre' was the 'Best
Single', 'Out of the Blue' by the Electric fight
Orchestra was the beet album and Julie Covington
became the 'Best Female Singer'.

In May,

NEW album from
Ringo Star, 'Bad Boy', 12
A

.l
'

I-
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BÁLL'S

CK
SCOTTISH SINGER

Maggie Bell is going back
On the road with
a new
hand, after a two year lay
Off Maggie, who used to

front Stone The Crows,
has been rehearsing In
secret with her new band,
whose names will not be

SID'S

QUEEN FOR.
MAY TOUR

IN
VICIOUS, bass
player with the now
SID

defunct Sex Pistols, was
rushed to hospital last
week after collapsing at
his home with a throat
infection.

However Vicious,

released for another

\Ow:we real name is John

week.
She has a Current
single, the theme from the
TV series 'Hazel,' and a
new recording contract

Beverly, was released
two days later after the

-

infection had subsided

!)1r

His American girl

-

friend
Nancy Spungen
told Record Mirror that

with Swanning,

More Tavares

TAVARE3, IN the charts
this week with 'The Ghost
Of Love', have extended
their current UK tour by

.

L

was to have had an
operation to remove an
abcess on his tonsils, but
after being kept on a drip
he

t

feed all night the hospital
decided it would not be

one week.

necessary.

They have now added

Blackpool Baileys March
29, Birmingham Top
Rank 29, Weston - super
Mare Webhington Coun
try Club 30, Plymouth
Castaways 31, Dunstable
('alifornla Ballroom April

Gordon due

UK product
t
1

WITH THEIR last visit

attracting

a
lot of
attention contemporary

with

legendary guitarist Link
Wray, are to undertake
their second British visit
In June
Record Mirror underelands that Gordon and
Wray are fixing dates for
the latter part of the
month Their second

11,12and I1.
Queen hose just completed a
surcessful concert tour of America,
and the British dates form part of an

album 'Fresh Fish
Special' was released

extensive European tour.

recently.

HOW TO BOOK:

Ferry single

For the Bingley hall shows,
tickets, prices at C3. ill, will he
available by post and personal
application from the Box 01bee from
April 4. Special trains and buses,

UPCOMING SINGLE releases from Polydor

Include Bryan

Ferry

singing the 3 J Cale song
'What Goes On', and Paul
Jones t lonnerly of klanfred Mann) singing two

punk "standards",
"Pretty Vacant' and
'Sherrie Is A Punk
Rock n'I

Climax switch
labels

THE CLIMAX Blues
Band. formerly with

HTM, have now signed to
Warner Brothers It was
announced this week.
The British band. who
have a strong following in
America. release a new
album 'Shine On' on April
21
A
single from it.
'When Talking Is Too
Much Trouble' is available from Spill

Sabs change
BLACK SABBATH nos.
play Southport Theatre on
Mai' 17, not Liverpool
as previously
announced

Empire

+_
QUEEN AItE to play five major
British concerts at Iwo separate
venues in May
their Bret
appearances In thin country since
the group played a free enamel in
London's Hyde Park in 19711.
They play two dates at Stafford
New Bingley Ilan on May a and 7,
and tollos, with three consecutive
concerts at Wembley Empire Pool
(non the Membley trena) on May

-

rock and roller Robert

Gordon, along

DECCp

Including a shuttle service to and
from Stafford station, are being
arranged.
Tickets for the London shows lire
priced at 41.23, G and C1.75. These
are available on personal oppll
ration lit the Harvey Goldsmlti, Box
Office at (Imamate, 50 New Hood

Street, London WI, and the tiemhley
Box Office. from 10 am on April 1.
Portal applleitions and telephone
bookings will not i.e dealt with until
Spell 10. I peters should he
addressed to the Haney Ooidsmith
(lox Office at (happeuia, and should
include a a. r1. e.
Queen, who reoenUy wan a Capital
Radio award for 'We Are The
Chan.phmr. (which ass last year's
most
requested record an the

Capital Illtllne), will he playing all
their concerts straight through,
a. It hoot a support.

UK. THE band formed by
former VI's An immer Hill
Hertford, now have all
four members free of
commitments and are
ready to tour BrItain In
May Full dales should be
available next week
The band comprises
Bras foal,
Eddie Jolson
(formerly of Boxy Music
and Curved Mel, John

Welton

(formerly

'lfK'. is to be released xl
April?

THE NEW single from
Radio Stars, 'From A
Rabbit' is Huh released
by ('hlew'Irk on April 7

Groundhog arises

Hillage men

TONY Ste-PHEE, former
leader of the Groundhogs,
is to return to the live
music scone after an
absrence of nearly two
years.
plans
He
to release a new album In
.tune, and undertake a

STEVE IIIiJ.AOE'e hand
Inc his 30 date UK tour
rontalnn the folio. lag
meridiem Andy Ander
con. formerly with Kra
halos (drums,, John
McKenzie, ex Global VII leg.. and Heed Over Heels
(bass) and Christian

CARL)' SIMON'S now
album 'Boys In The
Trees' is scheduled for

April 7 released on the
Electra label
Nine of the II tracks are
written by Carly and the

album

.lames

also includes n
Taylor com-

position
N

ornan'.

'One

Man

Flying stop
TRAPEZE HAt E momentarily stopped live
gigs In order to remits

their

album in
London with producer
Jimmy Miller.
But the band will be
playing Liverpool Rock
Garden April 1, and
Harrogate PG's Club
Aprll8
new

comprehenslve British
tour,

gigs al' Bognor Ocean
Baths April 7, Seaport

Village Ilall April 21
1lnlverhamplon Lafayette

Dudley JH

211,

s 29.

l'helnwford City Tavern
May 5, Manchester
Rafters

20

Boole (guitar).

BONNIE TYLER TOUR
AS REPORTED last
week Bonnie Tyler is to
tour Britain over the next

three months. following
the acquisition of a lull Ume band.
Her backing Romp nee.
comprises Kevin Dunne

(bass), Nell Adams
I

drums), Steve Laurie

Iguitarl and Gary Hay.
man (gultarl
And

the

full British

itinerary

is

now

avail

able. The extensive date
sheet reads Manchester
New Century Hall March

(for Piccadilly Rattail,
Northampton Salon Ballroom April 77, tit incenses
Grand Pavilion 2s.
Eastbourne Kings Ilan
29. Redford Nile Spot 10.
Croydon Fairfield Hall
31

May

Apollo

29,
77,

Manchester

Oxford New

Theatre

2e,

leaden Royal

Festival Hall

29

Bournemouth Winter
Gardens 10 Bristol

C'Mrlen Hall 01, Rimming.
ham Town Hall June
The new album ill rare
be released in mid Mae
Bonnie flies to America In
early April, where 'It's A

WIN A SIGNED COPY OF
ELTON JOHN'S
NEW SINGLE 'EGO'

There are 20 signed
singles and 80 unsigned
singles to be won.
All you have to do is answer the questions
below.
The first 20 correct answer, received will
win an autographed single by Elton. The
next 80 correct answers will win an
unsigned single.
1.

What was the name of the group Elton

first played

In

2.

Name the title of Elton's first single

3.

What was the title of Elton's lest album

.

,

,

NAME
ADDRESS

1

Heartache' has just
entered the singles
charts

tiolstf'

fib's

THE DOTTED LINE

Single Stars

Carly

Meanwhile the (land
play u varies of warmup

ELTON SIGNS ON

of

Uriah Beep) and exSoft
Machine member Alan
Holrlsworth
'They've been 'corking
on the band "project" for
about a year. and a
Polydor album, entitled

Short and

O
FR 13755

3

Send your answers, with your name and
address tot Elton Competition, POBox 18.

Harlow, Essex CM17
competition rules apply.

OHE.

Normal

4
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you're dying to hear all

it, so before
iabout
get too excited let

Evening 01.836
1429
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Sheila Prophet

you
me

tell you it was every bit
as fabulous as Luicy

special event of the
week.

Of course I'm
talking about the party
held to celebrate the

of
'Saturday Night Fever'.

The film Itself you'll read
I': about later. Luicy loved it. but
was most disappointed not to
be recognised by the huge
crowds who turned up to
jwatch the stars arrive.
la
As the lights went down

ART EDITOR
Jon Frewin

EDITORIAL
Barry Cain
Tim Lott
Robin Smith

jhandsome halo - American
John Travolta himself
the
unassuming 23 - year - old star
of the film
was rapidly
ushered to a specially
reserved seat
jRush wasn't the word once
jthe movie had finished.
Musquashes and tiaras.
dinner jackets and demi
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EDITOR
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ASSISTANT
Bev Briggs

CONTRIBUTORS
Philip Hall
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jwaves all moved

Marilyn Laverty

jfigure my dears
and was
among the first to arrive!
iAnd what a surprise she got!
The tatty old Sundown Club In

one

towards the party .
borne
in taxis and limousines. Your
faithful correspondent chose
to walk
so good for the
.

-

i
j

Kelly Pike
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Robbie Vincent
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the heart of London's West

-

End transformed
miraculously into a 'replica' of the
movie's own disco, '2001
Odyssey'I What with all the
refreshments so thoughtfully
provided I heard that the
ievening cost someone in the
region of 030,000, Such
extravagance'
As Luicy became diverted
by the constant flow of
champagne, the oysters, the
ra delicious lobster, the giant
prawns and the succulent cold
? meats, the celebrities began to
file down the narrow staircase
and onto the illuminated dance
floor. All`appeared to register
'amazement at the "transformed" decor ( although so
much silver paper had been
used that a friend cattily
suggested thatthe enure event
jhad been sponsored by a

CARTOONIST
Charlie Brinkworth
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Steve Emberton
Mitch Kearney
Rick Mann
MANAGING
DIRECTOR
Jack Hutton

a

as
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pitch

hoped It was going to
be. Indeed with all
those stars around it
couldn't fail to be her

ii London opening
i
i
j/
i

NEWS EDITOR
John Shearlaw
CHIEF SUB
John Wishart

Popslerea ss

Fever

WELL, I just know

Daytime: 01-836

the table occupied by John
Travolta. As t skilfully edged
my way over. stopping briefly
to chat to my old friend Rick
Parfitt of Status Quo
somewhat camera - shy these
days, I wonder why?
the
way was barred by an army of

-

-

absurd photographers.
One non - dancer

was

'Jubilee' actress Jordan,

resplendent In -vertical spiky
hair and frilly knickers, who
would only intimate how

"boring" it ad was. And

she

was joined as wallflower by

Bianca Jagger, another
prevented from dancing by

hordes of photographers.
After being chased across the
floor several times the former
shop assistant departed In

a

huff.
In the end nobody got to
dance with the stunning Mr
Travolta
there's something
unbelleveably cool about these
Italo - Americans don't you
think?
and he actually left
early. The rest of the revellers
including a gruff - voiced
Robin Gibb and his wife
danced a 'Disco Inferno' until
the early hours.
Even this diamond - studded
diary entry didn't end another
active week for me, my
darlings Why, even before

-

-

-

-

the soiree described above, I
had been entertained by the

Brothers.

Young Ones at a small
cocktail party, again In the

heart of the West End. Here
we nibbled at raw vegetables
the lads don't touch
anything else they assure me
and drank sickly (and
lethal) drinks, while Al 'Media

Figure' Clark recounted

tales of Tangerine
Dream's Spanish tour. He
made me believe,.I donut know
why, that the hot
blooded
Iberians actually dance to the
music of the stoical Germans!
Perhaps they should be
endless

renamed Tang and the

Dreams?
That same evening, a good
friend reports, a reception for
the elderly Professor Longhair was also held, Here the

legendary piano player

entertained the likes of Steve
Harley, Denny Leine, Phil
Ly nett and the elusive Jeff
Beck for an all - loo - brief 20
minute session. Honestly, my
sweet things, you blink and
you miss something these
days.
There was yet more glitter
earlier in the week as your
faithful Luicy stepped into
London's Grosvenor House
Hotel for the Capital Radio
Music Awards dinner, Once
again flash bulbs greeted her
arrival. Once inside, dinner jacketed executives rubbed

-1111igue

shoulders with non

-

dinner

-

I

THE LOVELY Linda McCartney demonstrates that
she's more than a pretty pastel line drawing on thé

Thames last week

ter. They always did tell me
that sleeping was the beat cure
so let Ltticy
with Dave Edmunds. both for indigestion,
assure
you that this maxim is
unconcernedly sporting black
proved.
ties, while Bob Geldof (In pink now
Positively the last social
suit) and Denis llegarty of the
of the week was a
Darts (In yellow suit) event
waterborne lunch to
splendid
glances.
attracted envious
promote the new Wings'
album 'London Town'. Food
What has the world's.
on the ocean wave never
most famous former
agreed with my delicate
been up to
stomach, so the boat trip down
as
u
yoer
the Thames complete with fish
Noll, surprise, surprise,
at lunch
and chip suppers
the satin - panted
time no less - didn't entirely
STEWART, It seems,
agree with my refined tastes.
has been sharing an
Luicy joined Linda McCartney
intimate dinner with the
in turning down the gastroyoung lady who is about
nomic delights, the most
to bring out a book about
sensible thing she's done all
all their Intimate din.
week.
nors
and other things
So much has happened over
together. ROD
the last few weeks that I've
recently treated the
hardly been up, never mind
lovely DEE HARRINGout, during the day, but there
TON (author of 'My
are a few snippets that I must
Rock Wills Rod') to a
pass on to you nevertheless.
sumptuous meal .. .
Commiserations therefore to
A splendidly - attired Lee
Brilleaus propped up the bar

k

and both appeared to be
on excellent terms. And
the tartan touting Rod's
other escorts of late:'
Could it be actor

dPB

PRODUCED By ULTRAVOX' AND SIEVE Lk LYWIArn

a

disappointment, I- felt. Lord
George 'Cheep Cheep' Brown
presented them but scarcely a
winner Was present Elton
John "nabbed his two (see
news) but claimed that Elvis
Costello "deserved" one of
them. Paul McCartney, Linda
and Danny table got another
one and were later observed in
animated conversation with
the triumphantly returning
,tell Lynne of ELO.
But was the late arrival of
Tom Robinson and Julie
Covington, both of whom all
but ran In five minutes after
the ceremony, a planned
affair? Virgin boss Richard
Branson, who muffed his
inaudible "thank you's" live
on the air, obviously can't
have thought so.

UL'flA

unfortunate Bram

Tchaikovsky of the Motors
who was last week rushed
from the recording studio to

ILTON'S estranged wife
ALAN or 27. year - old
heiress LIZ TREAD.
WELL, again?
The awards themselves

THE WILD, THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE

Fj9k

the

GEORGE HAM.

//YOUNG SAVAGE//THE MAN WHO

es."

-

-

ULTRAVOX!
.:.t%.

the awful

Then to digest

we were given a
Jacketed artists making supper by
Manhattan Tran.
cabaret
recognition so much easier.

were something of

jcooking foil manufacturers!).
Food rapidly disappeared

down down famous mouths,
while ever - eager waiters
valiantly battled to exhaust
the champagne stocks 'by
midnight. Yet amidst the
glittering, heaving scrum only
one corner remained sacred;

the punk rock singer as he advanced menacingly
Airport with his mother
on the photographer. Johnny Rotten arriving atHeathrow
recording future with Warner
last week He had been in Los A ngeles to discuss his

"OUT OF MY WA F. screamid

hospital with a ruptured
eardrum. "Excessive volume" was blamed. Get well
soon.

And much of the same to the
Boomtown Rats, banned from

playing at Dunstable Civic
Hall because, reportedly, the
management told them that
"we don't want groups of that
type here"! if it makes things
easier to bear, I hear that Phil
Lynott and the Rats' Bob
Geldof have formed

Dublinaires

a

vocal

- to help -recordthea

backing group

single from Blest Furnace and
the Heatw aves. So there!
Before I forget too, Clash's
amicable manager Bernard
Rhoden Informs me that It is
Subway Sect, not Suburban
Studs, that he is to record.
Now you know, and Bernie,

we're really sorry.
That's it, my darlings. More
excitement that I've had for a
long while, I can tell you. But
rest assured I'll be back with
more next week. Till then
byeeeee.

X!

DAMNED//MY SEX
DIES EVERY

DAY//

u EEÍ
.
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V
Above Alan PzuL Below..
Man Tram you can smell
the garlic from here

ROBIN SMITH steps
onto the astral planes
and ends up in front

of Manhattan Transfer

y';
ALAN PAUL'S seen them

UFO's, flying saucers. figments of the
call them
Imagination
what you will, Manhattan
to Clark
answer
Transfer's
Gable has had encounters of
the first kind.
twice.

I

-

that there's a mother ship down

there with space ships taking
off from her under water.
That's why there have been so

many strange occurences

there.
"I think that probably the
visitors have the same amount
of basic mischief that we have.
"The first one was in Florida Of course there's hope for the
going to
at three in the morning, he says future and I hope we're contact.
sitting In a genuine Mexican be able to make
become
has
restaurant In the heart of Science fiction predictions
of
Munich (the staff are all science fact, the
through.
dressed in sombreros and the past are coming
backs
on
their
to
turn
Nobody can
shorts). "I was about to go
my room when I saw a light in
the sky, It had an incredible
glow. The second sighting was
at Lake Mead, Nevada, this
thing kept on changing colours
and went up into the sky at an
Incredible rate. It was too fast
for an aeroplane or anything
else. The way I look at It Is this;
It would be very arrogant for
anyone to suggest that we are
the only life form In the

universe.

"There has been a lot of UFO
activity and the American

government has compiled a
thing called the Blue Book on
sightings. They haven't made
their findings open to the public
because It could cause panic.
You may recall that Orson
Welles did a radio broadcast of
'War Of The Worlds' and people
thought It was a real newscast,
The public headed for their cars
and the highways were packed
with people trying to get away
from the fake menace. Think of
the trouble you could cause in a
real situation.
"The Burmuda Triangle has
been very activeand it's said

Scrubbed
Meanwhile back to the
Manhattan Transfer concert at

the Deutsche Museum. The
Hun audience look like cover
well
models for 'Vogue'
scrubbed and beautiful. One
see
through
lady Is in a black
lacy thing with flowers just big
enough to cover her nipples.
The place even outdoes the
Palladium with gold filigree on
the roof, chandeliers you could
swing on and murals on the
walls.
"The Manhattan Transfer,"

-

-

the studio until you get it right,
but one false move In front of an
audience and it would crumble.
Needless to say It doesn't, as
Man Tran run through- a
whirlwind of vocals. 'Scotch
And Soda' Is an after the
party's over, early morning
song from Laurel Masse. Her
volee revels in melancholy
under the subdued lights.
Man Tran can knock the top
of the nostalgia bottle and pour
it all over the stage or feature
new chic -like 'Walk In Love',

Laura swaying South Sea

Island style. In a way the act
often becomes subtley sexual.
The backing band,are given a
chance to show their expertise
on 'Man Tran', an instrumental
that sounds like vintage Zappa.
One of the only faults I can find,
with the act Is the stage sets
which are pretty Ineffective.
Two floppy white palm trees
that look like punch bags and
other white trimming, it just
doesn't come across.
These days Man Tran take a
15

minute break before

returning for 'Popsicle Toes',
Janis Seigel and Tim wandering
around the stage arm in arm
corny but nice. 'Je Voulais (Te

-

says the man with the Dire Que J e T' A Bends). (I think
razamatazz voice. Polite I spelt that right) is most

applause and they're on, two in theatric, Laurel vocally thumpwhite and two in black
ing herself to pieces on a
chocolate box attire. They nervous breakdown type song.
swing Into 'That Cat Is High', Then it's Into the homely songs
Tim Hauser with a sparkling 'Pork Chops And Gravy' and
leer: It all looks so effortless,' 'Sunday.'
hardly a sweat mark.
Love And Kisses on 'Candy'
In the early part of the show
which drips with harmony It's
'Four Brothers' has got to be followed by 'A Gal In Calico'. A
the ultimate stage test. A song song that pictures a time when
you could fool around with in cowboys used to wear white

-

.

hats in movies and never did
anything wrong. The climax of
the show is Alan's impression of
the street punk Quido Panzinl,
complete with an Elvis type
song 'Turn Me Loose' where he
leaps off stage and rips his
shirt. It's rumoured that on a
previous occasion one lady was
so excited that she tried to give
him a blow job there and then.
True performer that he is, he
still carried on with the rest of
the act.
Back to the restaurant and a
Conversation with Tim Hauser
over various strange combinations of food and drink.
"Nostalgia? No we're not
revelling in nostalgia. I wasn't

around during that era

anyway. We're just singing
good songs, I'm not going
around with tears in my eyes.

Nostalgia
"The vocal style Is just
something that happened, four
people coming together with a
Certain chemistry. I can't
explain It any other way, we
knew It was there right from the
start. I used to have a
relationship with Janis but
just because you're working
with beautiful women doesn't
mean to say that you're
sleeping with them.
"What we do Is fun, we do a
long set but time seems to pass
very quickly because we're all

Involved with what we're
doing. We've always been
independent, I don't like people
We've
ordering me around. record
been independent from
companies telling us what to

do. When we get into a studio
we do our own thing, it certainly

has worked.
Three o'clock in the morning
and he's looking a might
sleepy. The rest of the
interview is conducted at the
Munich Hilton.
"I have a perverse kind of
involvement with some of the
songs," says Laurel. " I was
feeling in a down mood when we
recorded 'Walk In Love' and on
'Je Voulais (Te Dire Que Je
T'Attends)' I felt great when
It's a depressing song. Our
latest album Pastiche' is very
eclectic. It's a conglomeration
of ideas. We've done old ones
and new ones and the balance
works well. We like to get a lot
covered.
Note for aspiring singers;
Laurel recommends garlic to
protect your vocal chords. 'It's
natures antibiotic protecting
the throat against germs. It
smells a bit but it's worth IL "
right back to Alan
Phew
Paul.
"We're musicologists, we
study things In depth. When we
started we knew that conditions
were ripe for our type of band.
People were confused they
didn't know where they stood.
They wanted to escape, to be
taken out of themselves. In a lot
of the clubs entertainment
seemed to have died, there were
just a collection of stoned
hippies and entertainment
didn't have a lot of substance.
After we started playing Clubs
they'd smarten up their image
and lay out table cloths.
"We put on a good show, that
counts fora lot."
.

.

.
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and shades of
WHAT A way to spend Easter, writes Rosalind Russell. Dead bodies, foreign bodies
{f
it former bodies. Let's start off with
Bouncy (yuehl Dutch
Didn't Jim Morrison
think
en
dancer.
Paris
cash his chips in
10
wouldn't emigrate.
bath too?
Could This Be Rigor Mortis?
take bath there if you

Gladly my
little crosseyed bear

a

paid me. Shame it's a
rotten single. It's a sad

epitaph.

ALIVE AND HAPPY
COLIN TOWNS: 'Full
Circle' (Virgin VS 204).
A very pretty and
relaxing theme tune
which features drifting
My
woodwind scales
pleasure In It Is dimmed
mental
the
by
only
vision of Legs & Co
clumping around to it,
as they surely would if
It's a hit.

(but not through another Easter like this)
Beautiful, butonly has a
slim chance of breaking
throueh again.
HIGH INERGY: 'Love

XPULSION (A side):
'Heaven Only Knows'
STREETS (B slde)l
Streets (Ronanlik EDE

j/I

LTON JOILY: 'Ego'
(Rocket ROWS :.31$). It
starts off with the kind
of piano music you hear
E

as the accompanlnment
to the silent movies.
1

'

where the heroine is tied
across the railway lines
(early bondage trips)
and the 6.15 is hurtling
towards her 11'11 leave it
there. you might get too

!exclled). Anyway,

bit I liked

best. The rest
it that's
dramatic musical stuff.
the

is

'Elton John Superstar.

An odd choice of single
but maybe it grows on
you. I found all the
tempo changes too
confusing they spoilt
the continuity and It's
not really worthy of
him.

BARRY WHITE: 'Oh
What A Night For
Dancing' (20th Century
BTC 276.5). He walks, he
talks, he zings. And I
thought he could only
grunt sweet. nothings.
He's got a really sexy
grunt though and this
should be a massive hit
to suit his massive er,

j

personality Very clear
vocals. but an unremarkable song.
I

OOMM: 'Come On'

(Albion ION 1). He's a
strange little chap who
wears tartan slippers
and a Fair Isle pullover,
but I won't hold that
against him. He's done
a funky monkey version
of the Chuck Berry song

I've always

associated with The
jwhich
Stones. His la about half
the speed of theirs, but

/jIts

it

its own charm I
ihas
suppose. Specially as

unrecognisable mu a cat's

neatly. In with
chance

-

TBE SUTHERLAND
BROTHERS: 'One
More Night With You'

((il9 ova).

1

admire

Xpulsion first

time. However, It's also
been a long time since

quality,

a

-

the States as It's In the
Fleetwood Mac mould,
strong harmonies and
easy listening. I'm not
fond of it.
FRESH: 'How Does It
Feel' (Prodigal PROD
It). Can't tell you how it
feels, but it smells about
as fresh as week old
cod. It's stunning In its'

mortifying lack -or

,

'

!

Need'

Light,' (Casablanca
CAN -123).

Synthesised

exciting as a wet Bank
Holiday In Brighton.
The record company
euphorically Introduces
them as explosive I
think they're whistling
in the dark, this is
definitely a damp squib.

RICHARD DENTON
AND MARTIN COOK:
Theme From hang
Kong Beat' (BBC RESI.
52). See above but
substitute brass for
woodwind.

DIINCAN MACKAY:

Ill' (Pepper UP,
Another woodwind based number, but
more uptempo with a jig
to the forefront. Strong.
bow and merry 'maids
Muff.
'Sirius

963889).

DEAD SECTION
MARC BOLAN: '1101
Love' (EP Cube ANT
2). The posthumous
single of the week.

FLOWER: 'The Magic
Is You' (limited Artists

UP 36312). 'Should be
pushing up the dalalee
soft smoochy multi
tracked vocals backed
by soft shoe shuffle A
long way short of magic

forme

RORY BLOCK: 'Peelings Cannot Lie' ((]try.
salts CBS 2216). A lady
with a sexy voice and a
lot of talent, but the sang

Isn't single material

It's too MoR. I think she
should have gone for a
rock 'n roller which I'm
sure she could handle
rather well.
PUSSYCAT:

'Dancer

Dance' (EMI 2755).

Another asthmatic
woman. so what's with
all the whispering' It's
not that I'm deaf
(though some of you
am) 1 just get
think
really bored with these
coy. suggestive little

numbers. Especially
when It's disco as well.
can't stand it.

I

L
1

PLANET EtRTH:

'Rocket Man' (Pye 7N
4605.5). Not Ell's 'Rocket Man', not by a long
chalk. Just a tedious

'

Instrumental which

could.

be Son Of
Popcorn( a synthesised

slice of the early
seventies.

DEMON PREACHER:
'Royal Northern' (EP
Illegal Pressings SRTS

/

CUS 119110). 1977 has
gone and there's no way
you can get away with

this cheapo punk stuff
now. It's poor quality
and short on Ideas.

FOREIGN BOD-

P

S
THE CRAMMPS: 'Surf In' Bird' (Vengenanoe
BMI oe6). Hysterical
single like The Darts or
Showaddywaddy gone
mad, singing in a toilet.
Mind you, you can't
expect anything else
from crazy Americans.
I think It's great, though
very silly, and provea
they're not all like
Bruce Springsteen and
Nell Young. It's Memphis mania, a highlight
of the week.

Streets next

- It's

1

an

unlikely alliance, I'll
say that. Belgian

ti

- .!

reggae? God help us.
But it degenerates into

nondescript twaddle.
I'll be even more honest,
It was appalling. And
the singer sounds as If
he's in extremis.

MAD VIRGINS: 'F. .
And Suck' (Romantik
EDE 5). See above. The

same applies only
worse.

ARTHUR LEE:

.

ou

PARLIAMENT: 'Flash

4

originality. 'How does It
feel / to be a star'. How
would they k now'

ñ\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\9

.
/'.

rotten

dreadful

Pistols' rip off.. However, they do revel In
having a couple of their
members called Kurt
and Klaus Koong and
that cheered me up a
lot. Couldn't they have
had a guitarist called
Kling?

they had a hit. I
wouldn't mind bettingthey'll hit with this in

1

(Motown TMG 1103).
Hack old lyrics, hack
old riffs, hack old tack.
If this is all they've got
to offer they should call
it a day.

send over records with
no middies so I had to
spend ages lining them
up on the turntable. It
wasn't worth It either.

their tenacity and their
musical ability, because
they've been at it a long

All

Is

3/4). Silly Belgians,

1

a

I

'I

Do

Wonder' /'Just Us' (EP
Da CLpo CAI' 1001). Do
you remember a band
called Love, or were you
too young? They had a

beautiful album out

called 'Forever

Changes' and were big
In the psychedelic

sixties.
sounds

a

Well, this

lot like that_

LADIES of Heavy Breathing Canyon. Clockwise (from midnight!
they are Pussyfoot Patricia Paay, Flower and Rory Block
funk that probably looks
spectacular onstage but
it Is a crashing bore on
record. It relies heavily
on special effects and
deep bass riffs, so that
the vocals (used, I think
merely as a Mil are
swamped in the general
mayhem.

FOTOMAKER: 'Where
Have You Been An My
Life' (Atlantic 1(11110).
Exciting name for a
band eh? The music's
about the same, as

Anything Bolan did

before his tragic death
Is 100 times better than
most of the singles out
this week. Of course, U's
old, but It's hot, it's fresh
and it's original.

FOREIGN AND
DEAD

CI.AUDE FRANC019:
'Bordeaux Rose' (EMI
2773). Poor old Claude,
copped his lot In the bath

the other week, but at
least he went clean.

VERY MUCH AL-

IVE LADIES,
WHO'D PROBABLY DENY

SELLING THEIR
SINGLES ON SEX

PATRICIA PAAY: 'Lavin' Without You' (EMI
1761). pbrever destined
to be known as Yvonne
Keeley's sister, and we
all know that Yvonne is
the girlfriend of Steve
Harley. Wowee. Yawn.

AT LAST... ALIVE

AND KICKING

BOOMTOWN

RATS: 'She's So

Modern' (Engsin
ENY 19).

I heard them do this at
the Rainbow and

marked It for a cracker
then. Geldors elaetle

mouth

wrap Itself

round the vocals at
Incredible speed while
the music goes so fast I
kept thinking I was
going to fall off. A helter
skelter better. And I'm
glad to know that
someone is alive at
Easter.

/
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screen

Paramount Pictures Clap clap
clap
Robert Stlgwond Clap clap clap.
John Travolta. Clap clap clap.
Saturday Night Fever. Clap clap
\clap,
The film opens on a long shot of a
\i bridge. Clap clap clap
It pans In on New York City, closer
and closer until It hits our hero
\himself, walking down the street
with a tin of paint. Clap clap clap
R -AP
\Oh I see. It's going to be that kind
of an audience,

r

t

.

,,

l'
41i.:

r

i

r

,"J'

Ilirb1

\I

'Saturday Night Fever, has had a
huge build up: the celebrities were

7`

s

\I

\

'

LET THE GOOD FEVER STOP

IN THE Leicester Square Empire,
the Lights riim, the curtain rises and
the c milts appear, one by one, on the

\i

TIM LOTT

d

aim

av

a

.

T

k

'

,

apparently falling over themselves
to get invited to the premiere The JOHN TRA VOLTA
most Interesting person I spotted
was the Mormon case girl. Joyce wearing her chastity garment
Mc Kinney, doing her,elf up in the though.
For myself. I was prepared to love
ladies. I couldn't see if she was still

LET THE GOOD STONES ROLL
along with 'Star Wars'; I even fell
for 'Close Encounters', 'Saturday
Night Fever' however, is not,ln the
same class.
The plot is full of standard teen
cliches: the dead end kids slog at
deadly lobs by daytime, 'goof off' in
the evening. Goofing off apparently
involves cruising round In cars,
screwing girls In the same cars,
showing off by hanging off the
forementioned bridge (until one
particularly obnoxious bloke hangs
off a bit too far and' ends up in the
river) and of course, going to the
disco.
The disco represents the young
people's one outlet, the only place
where they can express themselves,
the big -escape. The central theme of
the plot Is a dance competition,
which Travolta and the leading lady
of course go on to win.
The film is supposedly about an
ordinary bloke and his ordinary
girlfriend: don't you believe It.
Travolta and the girl, played ,by

it: I've loved most of the films the
Yanks have thrown at us recently. I
shuddered at 'Jaws': I cheered

ke

Karen

Lynn Corney,

are as

glamorised and cosmetic as any
Hollywood creation. Travolta is the
best dancer In the disco, the best looking, the most grown up guy in
the crowd, the only one with a sense

of fair play, (when he decides his
Puerto Rican rivals in the dance
contest should have won, he hands
over them the first prize) and,
naturally, the one all the girls are
madly In love with.
She, meanwhile Is different from
other girls: she's enigmatic, she
won't let Travolta screw her and she
looks like one of Charlie's Angels
They end up holding hands and
promising just to be friends: the
moral of the tale Is obvious to us all.
You might wonder what happened to
the poor little plain girl who was so in
love with Travolta and who was
treated so badly by him, but I
wouldn't waste too much sleep over
IL

Even the disco scenes, the

one

thing that might have saved the film,
seemed an anti - climax; stagey and
(to British eyes unrealistic. It could
be all down to the ,culture gap: but
whatever, they didn't set my feet
tapping.
The one outstanding thing about
the film, In fact, Its sheer vacuity.
1

The movie ends. It pans out to a
long shot of the happy couple sitting
by a window. Clap clap.
Did I spot some other dissenting
voices? SHEILA PROPHET

Suffering Stones sadly

LET THE GOOD STONES ROLL:

Ambassadors Theatre, London
"IT'S a funny old world" as the
surrogate Charlie Watts quipped
with quite mind - boggling banality
towards the end of 'Let The Good
Stones Roll'.
It certainly Is, Charlie, especially
when a show as pathetic as this can
get onstage at all, let alonb at a West
End Theatre.
I saw a review of the show in a
rival paper last week and it was one
of the most uncomplimentary
reviews I've ever read.
On reflection, it was too kind.
'Let The Good Stones Roll' is a
very poor Joke, atrociously acted
and conceived with astonishing
stupidity. It's completely obvious
that Rayner Bourton, who wrote this
farce, has about as much idea of
rock 'n' roll life as my mother.
The script is just laughable, not to
mention inaccurate. When a
reporter asks Keith Richard (Colin
CopperBeid) what his name is, he
replies Keith Richards. In the

portrayal of the relationship
between Mick and Brian Jones,
Jones Is supposedly solely
responsible for the rift; whereas, in

fact, Jagger's malice towards Jones
was well known. The actors all use
voices that sound like middle class
hooray boys trying to be rootsv.

r

--i

a

Thank God

mentioned

I

don't get

--

which had
The nadir of the play
me sniggering hopelessly came in
what I suppose was meant to be an
emotionally charged scene. Brian
Jones' ghost makes an appearance
onstage and sings an incredibly bad,
dumb cabaret slop number while
and get this
the rest of the Stones

-

-

all pirouette and prance about in
"slow motion" like in those shampoo

ads. God.
The cover versions of the songs
they do are woefully inadequate;

this Jagger (Louis Selwyn) has no
voice at all. And the guitar playing
who,
of "Keith Richard"

-

incidentally, wears ridiculous

sunglasses, flared 'pressed blue

Jeans and a polo neck Jumper all the
way through
can barely be heard
The embarrassing moments are
far too numerous to mention, I spent
most of the performance peering Into

-

my programme and wriggling
uncomfortably.
Let me put it this way; I beg you,

beseech you and urge you not to
waste your money on this crap. You
could see a more professional
performance at the local secondary
school, and Incredible as It may
seem, that isn't an exaggeration. I
remain open mouthed that anything
so lacking In sense or inspiration
could make a West End theatre.

Record Mirror, April

The end of
the beginning

-

Fanzines
nothing
left to say

REMEMBER

Neil Inners? The Bongo Rag Rand,
Monty Python's Flying Cirrus,
Tekevisinn? Vim remember Neil Rutland Weekend
Now, a new
dlaguine, a new eke- Neil linesInner..
in a Rune. Nell
Inner is Ron Nasty.
Sitting amid a proliferation of candy striped "I
think 11 was the trounce," badger
in the palatial'
world al tasteful decor that in Warner
handka a large scotch thoughthdly,Brothers, be
anecdotes, Ratles joker. and digressing delivering
on the shape
of things to come. I gaze In
at curdling
blood,hol beverage, known In vain
elitist
circler as
Tequila Sunrise. looking up from squinting
at my
drink, I notioe his fare
a Shakespearian
tragicomedy, a well worn carpet, no obviously
once
an Axminster but wearing maybe a
Utne
hmnun . . . threadbare, though still undoubtedly

MARCH '7g,

Glue'

1s

'Sniffin'

long since

Ilford fanzine,
'Street Talk' is telling us:
"Apparently the 'trend'
fanzine buying

in

A

has

rummage through

Rough Trade and Compendium confirms this.
Of the 40 or so fanzines
being turned out at the
height of the boom, only
about 20 have survived.

-

Fanzines are looking

handsome.
So what are the Rides, what M Neil
hew are they connected' The Rutter are Inner and
the prefab
four .
"a legend, A living
A legend that
will last a lifetime long after Ieeend.
other living legends
have died." The Ruttier film, AU You Need Ia Oaah'
grand our TV screens on Easter Monday. The
programme h." .
a parody of a documentary
a satire on the media, it brings inln the
open the kind
of 'aUU'was carrot' dangled in front of band.'.
With
a scram. twinge, it gets straight after a
while, "Like

more or lean the same now
as they did n year ago.
And Ihal's their main
problem
they just
haven't progressed
The original aim of the
fanzl nos
to reflect what
was happening 'at street
level'
was no doubt
worthy enough, even If
the high prices (on
average 25p each) did
Philosophy".
ensure they never actual
The album on the other band le not we much a
ly reached the kids on the
laugh at, but a tribute to The Beatles, Neil Inures Is
street. Rut these aims
the scan behind the mimic, and above all, despite his
have been last someproficiency In fine art, despite his collaborannn%
where along the line
with Monty P., Neil tones is a musician. So he takes
These days many of them
his music seriously* "I lake my humour seriously
are mere vehlplex for the
tool If I didn't have w senor of bumneir I'd he a
overelzed egos of their
nutcase, because I'm almost a manic depressive".
editors. They're negaA compulsive giggler with suicidal tendencies'
tive, childish and someBut the meek le ataays amusing. A kick In
times, just plain nasty. In
someone rime% pants or a guffew at yosirself. "But
Scotland, where the scene
the meat obvious point that mint people seem to
still seems to be thriving,
overlook le that It ran he taken two ways. The meet
with around half a dozen
profound and eerinu. going I've ever written le called
fanzines including a neat
'How Sweet To Be An Idiot', and you can't get much
little reggae nog, 'flat
more envious than that, but although 1 perform It an
Rockers', the writers
though it's a joke, It daan't take away trans the
seem to spend root of
aerinusners because that Is there for whoever want, - their time bitching at
to realler it." So basically the Iawt laugh Is at our
each other,
ex ernes.
They also tend In he
A quick glance at the hot diminishing scotch, and
incredibly ill informed
a jump forward In time to the Rattles. "George
and pompous
horrible
Harrison has been In or. It from the beginning
combination, In 'Chain didn't want to offend John, Paul or Ringo, so George
saw', Charlie Chalnnnw
was the one I turned to." Both the film and the
spent forth about the
If publicity la
album premier- instant aurae.%
Clash: "Two quid to see a
anything tie gu by, no are there any plans for a inane
grump ..
they're a Ins
up, how about the See RuUrs' "Nothing epee would
richer now so they should
work, bv-aun none case merited the sans' sort of
be able to charge Ivan now
follow b g and adula eon a.. tee Beatles."
than when they were
Ro the film Is .our to he screened, the album Is on
playing small places a
eab now, go what are his plans for the fusee "A
year ago. Screw the last
penny out of their fans
new album, a neriew to be filmed in the autumn
eh It looks as though the world will be eerier a
they don't care." And
lot. more of Mr lene.", "Tee . . . all he It
later In the same feature:
" So that, dear reader, bring..
"The Clash don't ran' (as
unfortunately . .
long as they've got their
us b the end, and Mr limes once more le the
Mercedes and a million
beginning. BWV BRIOOR
quid In the bank I".
The title of the feature is
the stunning phllaeo phy
1
'Money Cbmept'. Turn
on Iwo pages, and we see,
that corruption in action.
In a review of the book
'Punk' by Julie Davis, he
says: "I didn't review
this before no of the
advert (well if I gave it a
bad review in the same
issue of an advert, they
wouldn't like it, would
they? )"
Out of all these nags,
there's only one new
-Teen
Talk', or. as it
says on the cover. 'The
world's very first TEENZINE'!I!' It appears to
be mostly about the
Pleasers. with a few early.
Beetle shots dotted about,
RUTÉES
but since most of It is
completely unreadable, I
can't really comment
about the copy.

-

-

-

FANCY a job Ina Record
shop?

Well, Record and Tape
Exchange, Notting Hill,
London are looking for
staff. Only trouble Is the
entrance exam is a Little
stiff. Not only do you need
the predictable 'Interest
In music' and "Good
working ability", educational qualifications arc
also required. Afraid a
CAE In Woodwork will get
you nowhere. Would - be

2nd" class

equivalent).

degree

(or just

decided to choose for graduates then. R sr
who have been
TE can offer you
work (selling
"Nothing to do with the Interesting
nlbums), the chance to
job them"
work
with
other pseuds
"Oh yea I mean
er (selling nlbumsl
,
and
I think that people
intellectual
breaks.
tea
with a University background are better able to
Oh, and there Is
deal with the Incrensing absolutely no truth In the
amount of responsibility rumour that you have to
that comes with the job
have '0' Levels before
We have been accused of you can buy an album at
snobbery but It In just a this elitist establishment,
policy that works well for The qualification is still
u%."
strictly cash. D. Oree
Career opportunities holds.
people

"Why?" I asked R k highly educated."

TE's Manager over the
bephone. "Well
er
urn."
cause
he replied. ( Articulate
boy eh' Wonder what he

...
...

...

got his degree in I.

"Well . .
er
hecaUse we try to
.

maintain a certain kind of
unity among the staff and
we

fuel think that

employing

a

certain type

applicants must have of person ensures good
"Honours" or "Upper work log relations. We

-

-

a

-

-

-

Other mags which
stand out as being a bit
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Have you got
an edukshun?

deceased, and the editor

of the

1, 1978

-

mainly

-

because of the design
are 'Strangled' (though at
Nip tor what's basically
just eight pages. it's

pricey), 'Cofiential'.

'Kid's Stuff' (great cover)
and 'In The Qty'.
Otherwise . . well,
fanzines are still useful on

a purely local level, but
above that. the truth a
that mast of them have
simply nothing left to any.
FLAN WYE
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Cnbeatable

+

Unhearabl

it
Give it
Nay

stria

++ Gin( it t mist
can pick It up for a mere the very beginning of
C3.110. You could spend this strange journey. It
the Cash on more begins in a nest of

Exodus
i of one

commercial, instant ferocious pterodactyls
records; but they'll more than a million
lesser works
-something
and, anyhow, this
of great and

'And Then There Were Three'
(Charisma ('DS 4010)
NON FOLLOM me. Recline gracefully In your
chair, hand draped around a glass of wine / coke /
nubile young woman. Genesis appeal to your
fantasies, It ain't music for mindless clods. You've
got to think a bit see and use your brain.
Another renaissance for the band, down to three
but sill going strong. The album is more direct than
'Wind And N'uthering' but as always the playing Is
perfectly balanced. 'Down And Out' starts with a
few dripping keyboard tears leading into Violent
guitar and flustering drums. Sharp musical jarring
honed down by Phil Collins' voice. The tune backs
off at the end into pastoral notes.
'Untertow' takes a step Into simplicity, a song
from the fireside as the eoa Is burn brightly (come on
now try and control yourself), 'Ballad Of Big' is a
cowboy song with a suitably grand Opening before a
surprising turn and Collins singing very fast.
'Snowbound' Is whimsical with clever cascades of
note, after the climaxes. 'Burning Rope' Is perhaps
the most extensive track on side one giving full reign
to the guitar which blends well with a seemingly
endless wave of keyboards. It breaks off at the end
into slnspfcfly.
'Deep In The Motherlode Is based around a neat
keyboard hook
the tempo changes becoming
faster as the song tells a tale of crowing mountains
etc In search Of gold. 'Many Too Many' Is like
something from a peaceful dream, a fine underlay of
keyboards and Collins sounding close to tears.
'Scenes From A Night's Dream' counterbalances
well with Its comparatively lightweight tune.
'Say It's Alright Joe' pauses for breath between
becoming a bar room song and a grand symphony
my favourite track on side two. 'The Lady Lies'
seems to be a Genesis black fantasy song, notes
wailing like a ghost at the end. The album goes out
with a bang on 'Follow You Follow Me' the current
single and riotously successful hit And then there
were... +++++ ROBIN SMITH
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BROOKLYN

GENESIS: Not musicfor mindless clods

radio
DR BUZZARDS ORIOI.
N A

SAVANNAH

L

BAND: 'Meets King
Pencil' (RCA.AFIJ-2402)

ZIPPEEDADEE

doo
dah. 'Yspeekayokayaaa
the zoot suits are out in
Harlem tonight. Supping
cafe - au - lair In a

speakeasy Uptown

around 42nd street. The
sound of the .Savannah
band is percolating It's
swaying way from the
bandstand out Into the
yellow cab and pretty
stiletto heeled night air.
Walking along Broadway
with the ambrosia and
wine of life, the transistor

snuggled cosily

next to your ear you jig
and foxtrot past the night
husU4 and tip the wink to
King Penett when you see
him. You get to the Radio
City Music Hail building
and you lean against it's
art deck latticed door and
you dream of therhtl'yms
of the twenties twisted
into a disco tango. Alt
how sweet it Is to hear
yesterday before you and
look Into the future at the
same time.
You hear the Savannah
Band calling to you, you,
look eastwards towards
the harbour and the river
and you.can hear it, you
look south to the smell of

If You

the Kentucky Derby and
there It is again. The
Savannah Band say 'Co

Ree is Savannah
Band, Limelight Is Savannah Band'. Monon000000000. Someone
spill the beans Savannah
Is back..
GEOFFTR.AVIS
Co

+++++

(Lightning)

IT'S PERFECTLY easy
to go babbling over the
top. trying to relate how
good this is. Suffice to say
that the official release of
'27's Clash' Is destined to
remain one of THE
highlights of '78, and you
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'27's Clash'

CULTURE:

l's on

25 No.

CBS RECORDS'

27 BEDFORD HILL, BALHAM,S.W.12
Jon Me 100~ who get our booklet each townie.,

be

is

OEYESIS:

RECORD CORNER

yearn BC and ends in
1970 AD In Devil's
Tower, Wyoming where
lasting merit.
from a hiding place the
Reeene strengthens its' lights of the spaceship
foothold on '78 with this, growing brighter are
Does disco %
an album that must he canine
lived with before you can need the sound of
fully appreciate It. You Bonanza or the simumay hear the glorious lated swaying of the
'Jah Pretty Face' or 'I'm leaves In Sherwood
Not Ashamed' It like a Forest to aid us to enjoy
good person, you listen to our brief strut on the,
the Peel programme. dance floor" Somehow I
Here, each cut assumes a think not! + + GEOFF
new beauty / Indivi- TRAVIS
duality within the context
of the album which is,
quite simply, awealn- DREAMS: 'Brooklyn
spiring. Listen to '27's Dreams' (RCA XL
Clash' In the morning,, 13n17)
listen to '27's Clash' last
thing at night. A man for THE THREE males who
all seasons / moods that grace this album's
makes ya feel aw-right cover making brave
(ah, poetry).
attempts to exude
Singling out tracks here macho charm, but
is sump'n I DON'T Intend instead coming on like a
to do, since the album is trio of ladies hairan experience In itself; let dressers. are Brooklyn
it grow Into your Dreams.
subconscious. Like the
The scene for side one
best plonk, age Improves
it; age allows Western Is set by their song
listeners to come to terms which Is currently
with the (Rastafarian) getting airplay, 'Music,
message. Age allows the Harmony and Rhythm',
super -lush musical an' Basically classy and
vocal arrangements to varied MOR material
mix with yer lifesblood. which diverges later on
And that AIN'T NO into the white soul
OVERSTATEMENT, bracket Easy on the
Jack. +++++ CHRIS ear without descending
to the inane.
W ESTWOOD
Side two.however Is
MECO: 'Encounters of another matter.
Every Kind' (RCA XL
So, It's a split
13050)
decision. For side one
side 2 +
THIS IS a concept
album so be warned at KELLY PIKE.

Inevitably

LISTEN TO WHAT MAN SAID

n

so
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Cheap Trick

Dance' le

n

Cheap Trick

valid and

frightening album.

Pere Ubu are a valuable
addition to our recharged music scene.
The album's in the shops
If you said It
+ + + + +
WF.STWOOD

C
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heap Trick

R IS

tTI RANNOSAURUS

ILEX: 'Unicorn'/'Beard
Of Stars' (tube TOOFA
9)

T1
tNNOSAURUS
REX:

'Prophets, Seers

And Sages'/'My People
Were Fair And Had Sky
In Their Hair' (Cube
TOOFA S)

Cheap Trick are like nothing you've ever

seen before - hard, humorous, inventive,
aggressive and flash - but make no mistake,
they can really rock'n'roll,

THERE ARE two

.

double sets of Bolan's
early albums, released
together. For the new
fans, they're fine, but
I'd imagine the old fans
already have them. On
a commercial basis.
Cube have been a bit
slow off the mark. They
should have learned a
lesson from RCA after
Presley's death and

e

BOB STEELER of Hot Tuna

made these records
available before ChristHOT TUNA: 'Double Dose' (Grunt FLO 25452)
mas.
Of the first set, 'Beard
ACROSS the Atlantic there must be at least a million
Of Stars' is probably
aspiring rock and roll bands just like Hot Tuna.
Y'know minor league guitar hero types fronting better known because of
drip dry musicians. Zero Image quotient coupled, or the inclusion of 'The
Woodland Bop' and
should 1 say crippled, with' musical Inanity and
'Elemental Child'. it's
complete anonymity.
really quite astonishing
Look, don't get me wrong, don't hate Hot Tuna.
It's just that their single-minded muslcal'approach these were recorded in
1969/1970 because his
matches the American market's taste for almost
distinctive style has
anything that purports to be "heavy metal".
worn so well.
Competent players Hot Tuna might well be, but
The other set, recordthe creators of original Ideas they most certainly are
in 1968, also contains
not Talk about laid back! Thls album shoulda been ed
more obscure songs, but
laid out on the cold slab.
these
are the ones on
Four sides of "live" music then, kicking off on
which he built his cult
side one with Jorma Kaukonen stumbling thru
There's little
following.
acoustic blues before the rest of Hot Tuna take the
point in going on about
stage. Kaukonen's asthmatic vocals sound as
how
great
he was, or
though they're being sung through his nose. His
how innovative. He's
guitar playing is no relief either being heavy
gone, and for the people
handed and little more than adequate.
who care no amount of
Apart from their own material like 'Extricaton
legend building is going
- Love Song', 'Serpent Of Dreams' ór 'Sunrise For
to help the sense of loss
The Devil' (none of which are anything to write
Look out for another
home ,about). Hot Tuna tackle (somewhat
double album set, being
unsurprisingly) a fair selection of numbers released soon,, which
borrowed from the more able of their contemporary will contain 'The Chilsong writers. Included here no doubt to beef up an
dren Of Rarn Suite'.
otherwise .unglamorous' set are "I Wish You
+ ROSALIND
+ +
Would", the old Yardblyds hit, and "Talking 'Bout
RUSSELL
You", a la Chuck Berry, Both cif which are, great
songs guaranteed lo boost and 'encourage any set
when treated to a necessarily powerful 'SCORPIONS: 'Taken
arrangement, and yet even they, get horribly. By Force' (RCA PL
28909)
smothered and twisted in the fumbling hands of Hot
Tuna.
EUREKA! A band from
However, double live platters have a tradition of
Germany that boast an
breaking bands big,' as they say in the States.
uncomputerised exisWhether or not though "Double Dose" can
tence! 'they MUST be
appropriate a likewise commercial- zeal is pure
illegal immigrants.
conjectureNo, Scorpions are Into
live
recording
Double Dose' wouldn't be the first
heavy music, man. Not
to have tarnished the credibility of Its' creators but -of the elite British
worth
were
somehow I never thought Hot Tuna
quality you understand,
anything other than polite Interest anyway. + +
but on par with our
JOHN BULL
American counterparts
age, then'changing their
Two strong songs,
PEKE UBU: 'The collective minds and 'Steamrock Fever' with
embarking on unexpect- a compelling chorus,
Modern Dahoe' (Blank
ed horrific musical and 'The Riot Of Your
Import)
tangents (try 'Chinese Time' with Its wellRadiation' Prtnstance).
timed vocal exchanges
THE LIKES of Pere
Cold and psychotic: dominate the otherwise
Ubu are concrete proof
like the magnificently mediocre. material.
that, if you dig deep
manic/deranged'Senti- Only one number is a
enough, there's a lot
mental Journey' where total' loss, 'Born To
more to American music
glass shatters and the Touch Your Feelings'.
than Californian MoR
band exude total frenzy Several girls appear to
stars and HM retread
through three psycho - speak in several, Ianmerchants. I've had my
copy of 'Modern Dance'
destruction climaxes. guages, gently drownaround five weeks, and
'SentIMENTAL' Is the ing one another. Not the
most stunning ending to
it's taken THAT long to
key. Chill city?
come to terms with It. A
I think It's fair to an album,
The lyrics are othertruly hot item, and the
conclude that Ubu seem,
best US offering since
conclously, to be striv- wise sung In English,
'Blank Generation'.
ing for anything but with an interesting
even German tinge
'Durk
It's still one of the
'Pleasantness'
.
uh
nyte, zer 1st naw lyte'
most blatantly anti the .
Meine.
Klaus
-Align
rasps
commercial records I've
'Non
accessible'
heard In a long time,
ment Pact' and the title Never .mind, just keep
possessing a cold and
track can be tough going up ulth the night alien Identity enoug(t to
under the right/wrong school. The rest of the
discourage many from
band sound enthusiasconditions.
listening to It more than
In Its' total refusal to tic, but with little to
once. Fools
listendistinguish them from
be comfortable
Cold and dry: Elite,
ing, in It's complete many other mid -field
they sucker the listener
cliches,
heavies,
rock
of
rejection
into a false sense of
But I'm a Scorpio too
and in Its' stubborn
security, creating an
the
I'll glve,'em +++.
sound
to
refusal
almost PLEASANT imsame twice, 'Modern KELLY PIKE

Cheap Trick are
Robin Zander, lead vocals and guitar,
Rick Nielsen, lead guitar and vocals,
Tom Petersson, bass and vocals,
and Bun. E. Carlos on drums.
See them live, listen to the album
`Cheap Trick In Color',but above all
be prepared to be puzzled, impressed

and finally converted,

eap Trick
U.K.TOUR

/

Sim 2nd April-. = Round House LONDON
o

Exclusive European Agency I3.B.Tel: 01-629 4928.

eap-Trick
Cheap Trick.
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29th March -.Metro Plymouth
Thurs 30th March- Mayfair Birmingham.
Fri 31st March - Mayfair Newcastle
Sat 1st April Northampton County Ground
Wed
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And In Black and White.
Cheap Trick new album`In Color' featuring
`I Want You To Want Me' Better than T.V.

82214
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Produced by Tom Werman
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itARI FA' R4ND:'Rork
Drill' (Mountain TOPS

What
mean?

'ROCK DRILL' is n
This

getting compilation

get Iced on the way to

S'easy, huh? Overlord
George Clinton rules
you follow, or you

-

under

simply don't check.
'Hardcore Jolles' is
lunatleally acceptable

by three members).
featuring weak material, nn the whole
rnntrived and lacking
wit and style, played
with minimal con -

in

a
that

lunatically

And

unapproachable for non
- adherents. Let the mob
decide. + + + JOHN
SHEAR.LAN.

aiction
Corning tram a onetime fan this is harsh;
but the album is totally
unsensational. The only
tun tracks which hint at
RAM's past glories are
'Reek
Roil'. although
its opening harmonies
sound nearer mews than
warrrles, and 'Who

8'_515)

iMurdered Sex', both of

hlch have since been
shanghai-ed by SAHB's
by -blow, Zat, to greater

on the consciousness of

w

musicians. Quincy

Jones of course composed the music that
arcompanled the programme, coming up

The single. 'Mrs
Rlarkhnuse sounds like
a repetitive Sally -Army
march. For heritage
freaks the instrumental
Doolds' is the new
arrangement of a
traditional Highland jig.

with

some extiaor-

dinarily Impressive
It

work.

that

seems

Ralph Macdonald has
been inspired by the
ideas about his ancestors to the extent of
composing the whole of
side one Into a kind of

while 'Water Beastie'
tells of the distress of the
Loch Ness monster.
They are similarly
nauseating.
A sad epitaph indeed
to a late great band.
++
KILL PIKE.

i

Important black

some

good.

Ooo, nasty, don't touch

HOLLIES: 'A Crazy Steal'

(Polydor Super 2383474)
PERHAPS It's no surprise about
Allan Clarke quitting the Howes
yet again. Atter all, le years la a
hellava long time and 'A Crary
Steal' Is an awfully long drag to
listen to. H only the group would
stick to' their old policy of
recording other people's songs,
maybe they would turn out a
decent album.
But eight of the 10 tracks are
Clarke, Tony Hicks and Tern
Sylvester compositions which fall
on

several levels. All are

suite Ralph Macdonald
Is a conga player and

aura

cellence and here you
can hear him featured

the closest comparison
is Fela Ransome Kuti's

on

percussive

a

In-

strument called the

FUNKADELIC: 'Hard-

syndrum I I suppose that

core Jolies' ( W
K56:99)

means synthesised

drum).
o
Part one opens with

s

astonishing

rhythmic sense and if
Africa

70, Macdonald
has certainly carved
something unique here.

+++++
TRAVIS.

GEOFF

1

HARDCORE! The essential base for building6

Macdonald playing a
percussion duet with
Idris Muhammed who is
playing a log drum. The
effect is like hearing

just rock

or
bottom'

Another in a long line
of fertile offshoots from
the George Clinton /

South African folk
music recorded with
fantastic technology.

Parliament Creativity
funkworld

-

Centre
enterprise.

Then a bamboo steel
band enters to bring a
Caribbean sway to the

Funkadellc Is a
tougher nut than must;

regimentally

storming percussion

In.

track, topped off by a
charming clarinet solo.

strumental, dropping
rock guitar and Im-

By now the music
features some of the
most famous names in
contemporary jazz and
there are some astounding musical breaks. The
whole of the side Is
driven along by Macdo-

maculately' funkzoomlc
voices wholesale into a

concerted, octavically
Insane attempt to
penetrate the land of

intergalaucally Tuneful!
funkadella.

-
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CHI COLTRANE: 'Road
To Tomorrow' (TK
Records 82501).

THIS LADY is Marvellously well endowed. Not
only does she write fine
and varied songs, but she

really versatile
voice, and plays piano
has

a

and synthesiser as well.
Oh yes, by the way she's
quite good looking, which
Is quite a help as you can
listen to the album and
ogle over the cover at the
same time.
Unlike a lot of female
artistes (and male ones)
Chi does not limit herself
to one field, On this
album you'll find equal
doses of soul, blues, rock
'n' roll and pop, all with
the common factor of

classy enjoyment. In
fact it's hard to fault
Chi's album in any way
at all, except to say that
at times the orchestra
does get a bit too

overpowering Still,

that's made up for by the
use of a crisp horn
section, which )s prominent throughout. In my
humble opinion, Chi is as
good as any current
female superstar. Her

r

º

t

V

l
iir

sophisticated energy
should give her an

'
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as

the

world and you suddenly
realised how great they
were after all you could
be the first in your street
r to have a mint copy to
weep over. Definitely
funeral music. (No
, offence to real fans
'cause I'm sure you'll
have the original vinyls
anyway). + + .ION
FREWIN

almost In the "bad enough to be

acceptable pop pulp. Each

good" category. e.g. "Between
you and me there's bound to be
some conscientious objection."
Wha-what?
If, as the title suggests, the
group have become bankrupt of
Ideas, then Clarke has not left
them a moment too soon. But hold
your breath and see if 1971
repeats Itself again. Remember
what happened when 'Long Cool
Woman In A Red Dress' made It
to Number One in the States? +
JOHN WISIIART

caerles something of a melody, a
hook line or two, Clarke's searing
top notes and rich harmonies, but
only the two "non - Rollie"
tracks, 'Amnesty' and 'Boulder to
Birmingham', have that "play It
again Sam" appeal.
Amnesty' could easily be their
next hit single. The diamond
sharp harmonies which made the
group famous are given' the
maximum opportunity to dazzle
the ear
thanks to a clever

-

orchestral arrangement by Geoff
Westley. And the lyrics are

Instant following among
the vast rock audience,
rather than in the tedious
MOR field. This tasteful
album should ensure
success for this tasty
lady. +a++ PHILIP

also huge amounts of
good taste. This Is an
album to play alongside _
your Rod Stewarts,
Dwight Twilleys and
Mink De Ville's. It Is
that kind of class, and
that Is meant as a
compliment(
How ironic it is that
Johnny Cougar who is
all hype and very little
talent is heralded by
thousands of pounds of
advertising and yet
Eddie Money who Is

probably

hundred

a

times more deserving of
attention will probably
be totally ignored in this
country. Just look at the
picture on the cover of
his album. Does this
man look like a wimp to
you? It's a pity that he
hasn't got much idea of
the real world around
him since all the themes
on this album are fairly

standard

US

album

fare. Lost girls, found
girls, good debts and
bad debts. Utopia at the
end of the pike and all
the pain that he's in over
being hurt by a woman.
Aside from these
criticisms this Is a very
satisfying debut album.
A
version of the
Miracles 'You Really
Got A Hold On Me'
shows us just how well

can sing. 'Two
Tickets To Paradise' is
the kind of song that Leo
Sayer Is probably
wishing he'd have
written. 'Eddie Money
oozes talent and taste
and he's street wise
enough to make an
album that really rocks.
He is going to be a very
he

big star.

++++

GEOFF TRAVIS.

HALL

EDDIE MONEI: 'Ed-

MAZE: 'Golden Time
Of The Day (Capitol)

EDDIE MONEY is one
of those rare American
creatures, a white man

MAZE MADE a big
Impact with their debut

die Money' (CBS 82434)

who has a gritty voice
that can move you and

album released last
year, garnering huge
amounts of critical

praise and also a lot of
sales. This praise was of
the kind that Isn't
normally handed out
that freely and it's great
to be able to say that I
think It was totally
justified. They have a
sound that synthesises
the driving street funk
sound of War with the
kind of spacey instrumental virtuosity of
a band like Earth'Wind
and Fire.
Check out the 'Me And
Baby Brother' War like
opening coda to 'Trayellin' Man" and the
instrumental passages
of 'I Need' You'. They
also have the amazing
deep soul voice of
-F rankle Beverley. He Is
the group's singer,
songwriter and producer. One of those multitalented geniuses who,
not only have all the

ii
ii
ii
i
j
ji
ii
j
i

.

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
'The Vintage

Years'

(Transatlantic MTRA
24101).

VINTAGE? Well, it's
more a glass of cider or
a pint of Newcastle
Brown than a slipper of
Mod et Chandon, but In
Its own modest way, it's
entertaining selec-

an

tion of tracks.

Curiosities here in-

clude the old Pentangle

track, 'Light Flight'
which if I remember
rightly, actually made It

a skeleton (though a
talent at their command fairly well - preserved
that they need but also one) from the cupboards
of Messrs Connolly and
the vision and technical
knowledge to realise Rafferty in the shape of
those sounds that have a Humblebums' ('how
probably been keeping did they choose that
name?) number, 'Travhim awakr at night.
To have a core of real el Away', and the
,'soul and a completely inevitable Ralph McTeil
(contemporary even an track, though this time,
innovatory sound Is a someone with a little
dream come true for a discrimination has chosoul fan. This, their sen 'Spiral Staircase'
second album is if Instead of the dreaded
anything probably bet- 'Streets Of London',
ter than their brilliant (Thank you kind sir,
debut. A -Maze yourself whoever you are).
Really, how much you
without further delay.
enjoy this album de+ + +
+
G E O FF
pends on where you
TRAVIS.
passed your misspent
youth. If you passed the
CREAM: 'Volume II' time in flashy discos,
(1130 Special 2479 701)
It'll no doubt strike you

'CLAPTON': (RSO
Special 2479702)

cosiness.

I -ROY: 'Heart Of A Lion' (Front Line FL 1001).
"THIS happens to be my anthology, and I don' wan'
cause a catastrophe, cos right now I've got
ability, to give all the young ladles all the
the

.... alright!"

From 'Catty Rock'; a taste of I -Roy in action.
The
third Virgin album. I -Roy
Roy Reif for life and
royalty cheques
is still firmly behind roots
rockers' rhythms. And following on from 'Musical
Shark Attack' (now nearly two years old),
the

-

unutterably diary.
But for those of us who
as

frequented those boozy
WE ALL know when basement folk clubs, it
record ,companies pro - has a certain nostalgic

Big pussy
tranquility

ii
ji
ii
ij
i

on to 'Top Of The Pops',

percussive African

percussionist par ex-

soon

as

I

.

RALPH MACRON ALD:
'The Path' (TK TKR

THE SHOWING of Alex
Haley's serial 'Roots' on
American television has
had an enormous effect

your underwear

bottom drawer so

artlstels) did leave this

for disciples of funk.

11-

-

records out before the
gravestone's been
erected but before the
.,boys are even on the
slab!
You could always buy
these two and keep them

of

funkativic nirvana.

spent force tan assumption since contradicted

separate

or

joined the necrophilia
stakes without telling
us' I can understand

t

Exploring vinyl
grooves It's hard not to

the trends set by Its two
predecessors. have been
a killer_ Instead the
entire band seem to be a

ji/

/

1

together

dower.

posthumous release
should if it had followed

/
í

'

duce a glut of this type M I
record so have Cream,

funk eul(ure wins hands

disappointment

,

all this

Lunatleally live, the
whole crew blow minds
and mash heads and

114)

l

does

-

toaster comes on fine style.

Experience helps, naturally. He's rapped and
jive talked since the late sixties ranging
rudie
rhythms and flash talk to the more recentfrom
adoption
of'serious' roots rock. Man of all styles.
'Heart Of A Lion' contains all new Reid

'compositions'. A sharp and clever collection of
spontaneous raps . . stepping out In current mood
with the likes of 'Jordan River', 'Move Up Roots
Man' and'Peace In The City'.
Recorded at Harry J studios in Kingston rhythm
backing comes from the island's best. It's a toned down support
sparsely tuneful with the odd burst
of dub mix -that leaves I -Roy to improvise his
rhyming toasts unharried.
Expect no real surprises, however. No whooping
extravagance- Just cool -handed talkover with a
sense of humour. Assured and satisfied. The album
isn't going to set the world oh fire but buy I -Roy
and you buy a professional. 'Smart' or 'serious' he's
boxing clever. + + + JOHN SHEARLAW

-

-

+

+

+

SHEILA PROPHET.
FRANK MARINO AND
MAHOGANY RUSH:

'Live' (CBS SIRS 82021)
BITCH

BITCH bitch.

Some of the sleeve notes

."and all the
read
true writers and reviewers who really understood us and what they
were seeing and hearing. We're glad to have
you aboard . . Not the
pseudo critics who have
tried unsuccessfully to
hamper the inevitable
forward movement of
this band."
Forward movement
indeed. Where the hell
to' Sincerely folks you
don't even have to be a
pseud to realise that
Frank and Mahogany
Rush are just another
average bunch of
headbangers I must stop
using that word). Not
only do they dna bad Job
on their own material
but they also massacre
'Purple Haze'. Throw
down a thunderbolt or
lob up a hot rock.
depending on where You
are Jlmi. +
ROBIN SMITH

/////////U//////////////////Y//////I/////////////
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Send your problems to Help. Record
Mirror, 40 Long Ant, London WC2E
9íT.
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cannot work with the
pain.
L

David, Coventry

Pain during
intercourse
i

While you're

necessarily bring sin
gird out for punishment
divine retribution,

l

j
fj

PLEASE COULD

you

help me. My boyfriend

iand myself have sexual

i
i
4-

Intercourse once a week
and I must adroit that I
do enjoy It, but lately
I've found that he hurts
me. He heaves away as
if I were a plastic bag. I

try to tell him but I have
visions of hurting him if
I do tell him. Can you

give me any advice?
Pauline, Cardin.
Teil him If you don't
he may never know. It
takes two to make a

-

work and
relationships do need
relationship

working at If you're
unhappy with the sexual
aide

d

him in

the affair, ask

be

more gentle.

When you enjoy yourself
naturally he
more
will too. And if he really

-

by

you're certainly ex
one of

short train journey
away). Ring Bristol

367

for an appointment. Brook will also
discuss contraceptive

precautions with

not

youcoband

supply tree ca
trsception on request.

That
problem
again

ABOUT FOUR months
ago I went to a disco and
got off with a girl there
who I didn't fancy, but
she looked a cheap ride.
I went to bed with her
that night and never
saw her again. I didn't
even ask what her name
was. I don't even think

doesn't care whether she was 16.
you're having a good
Now I'm worried that
time or not, it's as well to the bad I've done will
find out now.
get me and God will
Pain during inter. sentence me. I've
course may also be a prayed for forgiveness
sign of a minor every night but now I'm
iinfection, and, as you're getting eches on my
having Intercourse penis and it hurts so
regularly a check-up much that I think I'm
would be advisable. being punished. When I
Your nearest sympa pass water I have tc
thetie youth advisory scream it hurts so
service which will see much.
girls under and over le
I've been to church for
e/ Is the Brook Advisory Communion but the pain
G Centre, 21 Richmond has still not gone. I've
Hill. Clifton, Bristol, (a lost my Job now because

í

the
periencing
more unpleasant cm
sequences of sleeping
around and have clearly
contractedsome form of
venereal disease.

An acute and

often

agonising burning wen.
satlm on passing water
Is a symptom of both
gonorrhoea and non

specific ureth rills
(NSU), almost as
commonas gonorrhoea

and cured by similar
medical treatment.
You MUST get your.
self together and take
medical advice Immediately. Go along to
your nearest Special
Clinic in the Outpatients
Department at Coventry
& Warwickshire Hospl

tal, Stoney Stanton,
(just oft the city

centre). Opening hours
Monday / Tuesday &
Thursday 4.00.5.30pm).
You don't need an
appointment and your
visit will be in complete
confidence.
A simple course of
treatment will clear-up
the problem pronto and

-

you can start reconst-

ructing your life again. '

Pregnancy
without
intercourse
I WENT to my

'girlfriends

house

last

Rear In mind that It la a

week and found that she
was the only one in.

criminal offence to have
a sexual rolatlonshlp
with a girl aged under

Eventually. we ended
up in her bedroom

1& H you continue going

where we went to bed. I
didn't have Intercourse
but have been told by
her that she thinks she is
pregnant.
le there any way to
become pregnant with.
out having intercourse?
If so, could she be. Will I
have to pay for It? What
will happen? She's just
turned fifteen.
John, lance.
*Even u you didn't
have intercourse, there
Is still a chance that
your girlfriend could be
pregnant it sperm has

out together, the simple

precaution of using a
sheath will not only
prevent an unwanted
pregnancy but could
save you from the wrath
of her parents and the
long arm of the law.

Working in
France and

to live
in France and
advertise
to
would like
in a French paper for
work. Unfortunately,

I'D LOVE
work

Im

just can't find the name
and address of the
biggest selling news-

entered the vagina
during heavy petting,
(RM 'Help', February
25th).
You should accept

paper in France anywhere. Could you find
this address or even
give me a clue as to how
I could find it myself?
Patrick, Belfast.
The French newspaper with the BIG
circulation, some 800,000
copies a day, is Le

your responsibility to

her, and if she misses
her next period, make
sure that she has a

conclusive pregnancy
test, within 12.14 days
from the date when her

period was due. She can
see her doctor or visit a
chemist offering a

Figaro,

pregnancy testing

service. Alternatively,
ring the British Pregnancy Advisory Service
In Manchester (061 2313
7777), tell them exactly

Other organisations
which can offer advice
and information m
working In France are

you are in
Lancashire and they
will put her in touch with
a sympathetic youth

the Centre Charles
Peguy, 18 Leicester

-

advisory centre who can

pregnant.
And if

she's

not

pregnant this time?

Avenue

75380

above address.

where

carry out the test and
offer more help and
advice if she IS

25

Parle,
Codex 08. For details of
clussifled ad rates write
to Cyril Duval at the
Matignon,

-

Square, London WC2
ring them on 01-437 8339.

Or, alternatively you
can discuss possibilities
with the Labour Division of the French
Embassy,

Send your letters
FEEDBACK answers your questions.
Acre, Lobbdon WC2E 9íT.
to: Record Mirror. 40 Long
envelope as we
addressed
Please don't send a stamped
can't answer your letters individually.

Request for pics

photographs you use in
WHAT HAPPENS to theJulie
Covington fan and
a
Record Mirror? I am me
any spares or photos you
would love you to send
so how's about it,
postage.
for
I'll pay
don't use
RM?
Jane Mann, Bristol.
all you other Julie Covington /
Sorry to Jane and
Cohbi y end
Rlondle / Marc Bolan, Uncle Tom
All
se in KM
fans, BUT, the photographs
to the actual
but
us,
to
belong
unfortunately don't
them
file
we
are sent In,
photographers..As prudes then
use them as they are
and keep 'em in good nick, of lending library of
needed. Imagine a sort
the
photographers and
by
owned
photographs
way it works, so it
borrowed by RM. Well, that's thebooks, sending you
library
pinching
would be like
Iol,photos, so once again sorry)

-

-

-

Record company addresses

following
PLEASE PRINT the addresses of/the
Polydor. Pye
record companies A& M, CBS Island,
RCA and Stiff.
tan, London.
A&M Records, 536/140 Kings Road, London SW6.
CBX, 17/16 Soho Square, London W 1 V tHE.
We
Island Records, 22 St Peter's Square, London
9NW.
OBL.
N
WI
London
Polydor, 17/19 Stratford Place,
Pye, ATV House, 17 Great Cumberland Place,
London WIA IAG.
RCA Records, 50 Curzon Street, London W 1Y 6EV.
Stiff, 32 Alexandra Street, London W2.

"Mr Atlas"
DO YOU know any of John Otway's
and has he got a fan club?

vital statistics,

Kay Melanie. Bristol.

John
limm, depends how vital you mean
6'
''Mr. Atlas" Otway weights In at II stone, height
green
.

.

-

New album

Manhattans
There's No
Good In
Goodbye.

V

There's NoGoodlnGoodbye. Manhattans

s.
rI

r

The Manhattans are at their sophisticated, soulful
best on this new album
'There's No Good In Goodbye',
featuring the single 'Am I Losing You'.

% %tuned by Bobby Martin and The Manhandns.

Records
& topes

.

biucy
blrthdate October 2nd, 1952. Fan club, c/o Polydor
Ltd. , 17-19 Stratford Place, London WIN ORL.

2". Hair mousey brown, eyes

necom maro., Apnl 1, 19r11

aliinarz

Write to Madman, Record Mirror. 40 Long Acre,
London WC2E 9)7.

The clean page
NOW WE'VE got the Sex Maniacs' Special well and truly out of the way You
hope
Ed.) this week's Mailman presents an enlivening, entertaining and
educational spectrum of breezily Interesting letters. A veritable forum of human
debate. A meeting place for all forms and shapes of opinion, intellectual or
otherwise. The topics cover a wider span than ever, Deborah .iarry Isn't
mentioned once, and you, the reader, have attained unimaginable literary
heights. Let the meaningful dialogue commence . ,

Mary, do you think you
could forward these to
Blondie and Kate Bush?

The folly that
is

lust

Mirror. I can only say

t

-,

w

i,

i

'

,

..

¡

,

that Kate Bush would be
a rather abnormal lady
if her breasts didn't
hang out. What's she
supposed to do? Strap
them up or make them
disappear?
She's already said
that It annoys her when
people ask about her sex
life all the time. She's
simply a beautiful and
talented singer who has
made a brilliant album.
A Serious Kate Bush
fan, no address 'given.
And to think, oh
serious one, that we'd
never looked at It that
way before. Let the
drollness continue .. .

,

r('¡

And now over
to our Chinese
readers ...
HAVE been reading
Record Mirror for ten
years now .
.
under a
total misunderstanding.
An Intellectual friend
pointed out to me a
couple of weeks ago that
I have been reading the
paper upside down and
back to front. Yet for a
whole decade I was
tinder the impression
that I'd been reading the
I

y.
'

r

.

..

-

Plugging

....

THE COMMENTS John
Mlles made about Gary

WITH REGARD to the
letter by Paul Pablo in a
recent Issue of Record

n

Glitter In Record Mirror
were terrible. Did John
Miles have his ears

plugged? Can't he stand
to hear better music
than hp can play' Or Is
he Just jealous that
Gary's got it better than
him?

Ford, (Great
Gary Fan), Blackpool,
Lancashire.
Linda

Got what, sincesyou
asking all these
questions? Let's just put
keep

to "the
pressures of touring" on
John's part. After all
that's something Gary

It down

Isn't exactly affected by
al the moment.

And picking

.

WHY DO you keep
picking on the Carpen
ters everyttme they
release an album or a
single? (Favouritism
Mailmah I.
Richard
Carpenter Is a master
musician and Karen
Carpenter has a faultless voice. I'm sure
Sheila Prophet's voice
sounds like the wall of a
dying ghost.
Yours unpleasantly.

-

Simple Simon,

no

address given.

If
Sheila's

you

mean

that

voice goes
"dooby duo wa idnoay
Booby do way" you're
probably right.

Encyclopaedia Brit-

tanica in eight thousand
weekly parts!
Hugh Ane, Birmingham.
PS. May your Blondie
pin-ups turn brunette!

Why

not

gels

annoyed

at your intellectual

friend? He's obviously
removed one of your
life's greatest pleasures.

PLEASE

monkeys like the one
with a lollipop In Its
mouth. Apart from the
absence of monkeys
your magazine is OK.
The Mad Gorilla, Hull,
North Humberside.
OK, It's a
newspaper. And all the
we've
got here
monkeys
only core out at night.
not

(Our photographer

doesn't have
gun).

Their first single. Out now.
THE FRENCH WAY.
M
and`
age -aro
// ant., elect

a

flush

Request spot

s

BON1 .test,!

a

double page spread in
four weekly parts of
Dolly Parton's chest

Pleblan, Dublin,

Eire.

printers wouldn't

print more pictures of

Cr

PLEASE PRINT
A.

WOULD YOU please
print a double page pullout of Earth, Wind and
Fire?
Miles Cooper, Goole,
Humberside.

Nice to see that these
ludicrous requests always start with please.

handle the retouching of
the colour for the
pictures. There would
be too much overtime
involved.

He thinks we
can't write?!?
TO RECORD MIRROR,

Planet Earth (here we
go
ED). I read the
trash you rite evry week
an' I fink dat you should
be ashamed of yourselves for printing such
muck. The edlter is
lllitrat and hasn't got a
brain, Barry Caln ought
to go back to selling
baked beans and stop
chewln' the rag you sell.
Etc etc (cut 'cos It was
boring Ed).
The Incredible Corn.

-

-

mender

WE. THE undersigned.
have noticed a distinct
lack of nude Freddie
Mercurys In your

therefore
propose that you print
ten nude pictures of him
In various positions
No, seriously folks,
let's be more realistic
paper.

We

understand that

We

you've got to leave morn
for some rubbish (e.g.
Abba and Blondlel but
what about a bit of
"lust" for your female
readers?

Fezziwlg,

Somewhere In The Sky.

Stand by, we're Laun-

ching a straight jacket.

is human
opinion

i

I'M WRITING to tell
that I think that

you

Brian Johnson (see
Record Mirror Mailman
18) is a silly
Cretin land I thought he
was a cricket com-

March

-

Mailman
mentator
Ed. 1. Just because he Is
Sweet fan It doesn't
mean he is the only type
of fan to be loyal.
a

John Church. Blackpool. l a ncash ire.

Try and get hold of

I can see this debate
is going to get. . .

refuses to bare all then
we'll accept him In satin
shorts.
Will, love,
The Undersigned, ad.
dress withheld.
P. S. Hairy legs rule!

WHO'S Brian Johnson?
(-This must be a
different chap to the
cricket commentator I
was thinking about

Freddie If. you can
(we've been trying for
years). And if he

How do you know
Mercury has

Freddie

hairy legs? But
seriously, undersigned.
as we've been saying for
peeks now, if we could
get the lads to reveal a
bit for the lasses we
got

would.

Most

of

them

seem reluctant to drop

their strides

or even
bare a bleep' in the
cause of art and selling
records. Keep writing

and

ne may

persuade them.

yet

-

Mailman). It's lu-

dicrous to suggest that
only Sweet fans are
loyal. What about the
millions of Abba fans?
The Abb's, no address
given.

...
SO

more and more

BRIAN Johnson

thinks only Sweet fans
are loyal, eh? (1'm the
one that's supposed to
say 'eh?'
Mailman).

years - not Just
because they're suc-

Well I've been

loyal to Queen for four

cessful. but because

they have real. original

Logic less

TALENT.
Yours arrogantly,
Dante Queenlac, address illegible.

WHEN WILL you
discover that every

spread?

In

PLEASE,

It's

Middle-aged

The folly that

Female readers
demand men

than clear

case you haven't
heard the joke, our

Going ape

..

18

person on earth likes
different types of music?
You still persist in

printing letters from

punks who hate soul,
and soul freaks who give

their opinion on
punk. I'm getting really
jarred off with this
us

because it's turning Into
a running battle week
after week.
I run a disco and like
every type of music
and every artist. I don't
judge a record by seeing
who it Is by.
But Abba, because

-

they enjoy making

money more than they
enjoy performing, are
the only group I hate.
They produce chronic
films for TV (when all
they do la dance about
anyhow) and I feel
really sorry for the
suckers who buy their
music.
Yours sincerely, thankfully or faithfully,
"Budgie", Ipswich, Suffolk.
H you feel sorry for
that many people why
not give up being a DJ
and become a politician? All I can say to
you, young lad, Is

"when will you discover

..."

The
etc etc etc
next one's even odder.

..

OUTOF HAND.

WHEN

READING

Brian Johnson's letter
(remarkably similar sentiments to those
above extensively de-

leted).
_John Mossop, Wornley,
Manchester.

Well Brian old son,
you've no.. gathered

nail for your
original letter than
more hate

Sheila Prophet did for

her Osmonds album
review at Old Trafford
in ttge. Or was It Tim
Lott reviewing Abbe at
Lord's In Pali? Bill
Frindall's checking for
me non. Over to you'
Bill. "Well this may
surprise u few of you out
there but the fastest
'hate mall' rate was In
fact by Barry Cain
nearly thirty year* ago
. Heavens, 1
at .
hope I'm not still

thinking about the
wrong Brian

John.n,

And who exactly
Sweet.

are

Why not me ?
BUY RM every week
and notice that I have
never been mentioned,
Could this be because
I'm not a pop star?
The Stea, Yorks.
I

All right, that's

QUITE ENOUGH I

Record Mirror, April 1,1978
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Better loud
than never

i

CLUES
9

(3,2,5)
10

Group that featured Keith
Emerson and Lee Jackson.

A

15

Bob Marfey's Vibration. (8)
and 25 Across The Jam's

debut LP. (2,3 4)
He is
16 and 37 Across
travelling City to City. (5,8)
18
Camel had a Snow
151

20
22
24

American glam rockers. (4)
They have just told us'that it
is no time to be 21. (7)
David won't g(ve,up on us.
(4)

25 'See 15 Across
26 Mrs John Lennon. (3)
27
Sunshine Band leader. (1,1)
30 He first came to attention as

lead singer with The Herd.
(81

33
35

Peter or Al.

(5)

Jimi Hendrix,, original that
was

a

hit for Rod Stewart.

15)

37
40

See 16 Across

Pistols last single. (8,2,3,3)

DOWN
1968

1

Rolling Stones' classic.

(7,4,5)

3
4

5

6
7

a Night Mover. 15)
They are Native New
Yorkers. (7)
Musical that gave us Don't
Cry For Me Argentina. (5)
American new wavers who
have taken a Rocket To

He is

2

Russia. (7)
Duty or Anderson. 13)
1967 Donovan hit single.
(5,2,1,8)

question

Marley. (2,4,4)

12
14

17
19

(41

13

N-

-

Ii

8

o

s

I
i
I
i
I

How long Yellow Dog can
stay. 14,3,4,5)
Mary Wells Tamla Motown
classic. (2,3)
and 31 Down Lesley ,Gore
will cry 11 she wants too.

a

es

.

ACROSS

o

P

I
a

1

1

.

I

,c
I

I

I

l\

n

.009

iii

21

23

from

Bob

Steve Marriott had a
Humble one. 131
American electronic engineer,whose name will
always be associated ,with
the development of the
synthesiser. (4)
Rod Stewart's fecord
company. (4)
Commodores original which
has just been covered by
Jimmy Lindsay. (4)
Heatwave label. (1,1,11
Boz Scaggs' shuffle. (4)

28

Goes with John, George and

29

Ringo. (41
1975 Gary

31

(1,1)
See 9 Across

Glitter ,album.

Stooges original -which was
recorded by The Sex Pistols.

32

(2,31

Rodent drummer. (31
Kate Bush label. (1,1,1)
The Band that brought ,us
The Crunch. (3)
Wonderous Story tellers. (3)

34

36
38

39

ANSWERS TO
CROSSWORD IN
MARCH 25 ISSUE
ACROSS

Wishing On A Star: 8 Rain. 9
All Right Now. 12 Daytona. 14
Bed. 16 Red. 18 It Only Takes A
Minute. 19 Eve. 20 Hair. 21 XTC.
22 Sex. 23 Sir. 25 If It Don't Fit.
26 Can: 28 Dr. 29 Green. 30 Eno.
32 Hello. 33 CBS. 34 Sweet. 35
Ann. 36 Batt'37 Gordon.

ii
i

i
I

iII

Ii

Rotten.

11

Peter.

13

Art

Baker Street. 15
Garfunkel.
Santana. 16 Rip. 17 Duke. 22
Stills. 24 War. 26 Co -Co. 27
Beast. 28 Donna. 31 Ohio. 32
Hard.
14

NEXT WEEK
SID 'N' NANCY
Don't miss
Record Mirror

NIGHT of the long hair, lush leather, and
profuse speedy perspiratión 'it most certainly
turned out to be. Somehow, everyone present
seemed to have been forewarned on what to
expect, and had therefore come forearmed,
hungry for headbanging heavy music, and they
were far from disappointed.
Last minute substitute support group 'Chalice'
did a competent, unenviable job of holding the
fort before an audience dwelling in diligent
anticipation, keen for the charismatic Lemmy.
Thus the disco was drowned out in a deluge of
cheering before Motorhead even reached the
stage, and the response scarcely wined
throughout the set being easily re -Ignited do a
moment by Lemmy with spark of repartee.
The first few decibel onslaughts which came
straight from the album included the anthem
'Motorhead', 'Vibrator', and 'Lost Johnny'.
Then there was a new number 'Tear You Down'
A

Motorhead's material however, really Is

nothing very special, but live they consistently
deliver the goods on target, right between the
ears. It has indeed been a long time since I have
found myself quite so dazed, deafened and rooted
to the spot. This performance also efficiently
provided an Insight to their album which
formerly seemed fairly ordinary. It definitely
improves when heard loud. So, if ever British
heavy music experiences a resurgence in
popularity, which well It might, then Motorhead
must deserve a place in the front line.
GARETH KERSHAW

They are not One hit
TONIGHT
they are not
The Music Mach. wonders,
pop bandwaggoneers.
tne, London
Right dow I am
'

I

ii

1

DOWN
2 Silly Love
1 What Do I Get.
4 Oats. 5
If
I cotild.
Songs. 3
Alone. 6 Again. 7 Viva. 8

and the interestingly entitled 'I Will Be Your
Sister' followed by the trundling highlight of 'I
Am Horse / Born To Lose.'
Later, during the first encore 'White Une
Fever' the hall was filled with a flood of pungent
fumes from a banana oil smoke machine, so that
by the second encore, a reprise of 'Motorhead',
you could not see a hand, let alone a band, In
front of your face.

MOTORHEAD
Maidstone College of Technology

I

I

I

TONIGHT, let's go out..
Tonight, let's dance,
Tonight, drink and
giggle. Tonight, move
and listen. Tonight look
In wonder.
Tonight, I have faith.
There they are hanging above the ground at
the Music Machine and
they are better and
better. The five of them,
smart and pretty play ing songs above the
speed limit, over proof

convinced that they are
going to be bigger in
1078 than any of the
bands they are often

There are parallels
with the Jam, In the
tough guitar band and
flash approach. But
Tonight
to me
are
streets ahead of the
Jam, who manage
immaculate singles and

MUSICAL MASOCH-

zest.

I

I

I
I

I

-

-

gigs of lengthy tedium,
Tonight are not for - one
- second, boring. That's

because, unlike the
Jam, each separate
song stands firm on its
own. They don't threaten
which Is why, I

-

suppose,

so many
pundits have had a go at
them they energise.
been accused

-

iThey've
I of being sexist. They've

I
5

i

bean attacked for

bracketed with

-

Pleasers, Boyfriends et
ak

Experience Tonight

tonight, too right.

TIM LOTT

TANGERINE
DREAM
Hammersmith
Odeon

ISM for what seems like
a century. Popcorn all
gone, chocolate all gone,
Smarties all gone. The
only fun left is to go out
and read the gratin' on
the toilet walls.
Tangerine Dream are
the most boring band
who ever walked the
face i f the earth. But of

course you're not

tike another as they'
ramble on and on.
Whatever happened to
those Jolly knee slapping Huns dressed in
leather britches you see
in holiday brochures?
Why do German bands

Insist on being so damm
serious? Kraitwork are
bad enough and Tangerine Dream wallow
even more. There's
utterly no relief whatsoever from a constant
dirge of. noise from
clever machinery. Even

movies than The
when they attempt Eagles. Warren permelody it sounds like a formed these biting
jerky goose step, as they lyrical attacks live with
bend over their In- ail the verve they
struments like embalmers working feverishly
on a fresh corpse.
The concert gets so
bad that even crossing
and uncrossing your
legs seems like fun. And
then just when you're
about to crack, It's over.
Sweet relief. ROBIN
SMITH

supposed to admit that
as you sit alongside all

WARREN ZEVON
the other bearded -New York
pseudos and their ladies

-health
all terribly left wing
food and philo-

I wouldn't
mind If the band
sophical.

attempted to smile just
singing ' pop songs. once, but It's all handled
They've been castigated with such die hard
for wearing suits.
seriousness as they
All that is so much Inflict yet another series
crap. Forget it all, kick of monotonous notes on
out your pathetic prej- the audience. After
udlces, and look at a while, one tune (7)
them, and hear them. begins to sound much

Zevon, may become the
most important new
songwriter from America In years, and believe
me, from this show and
his new 'Excitable Boy'
album, Zevon is worth
an the praise critics can
heap on him.
His songs flirt with the
type of sensitive LA
balladeer melodies that
have served his producer, Jackson Browne, so
welL Still, his lyrics owe
more to Clint Eastwood

IF SOMEONE

bomb on

New
drop
op
toYork's
for
York's Bottom Line
show,
this particular
they could have gotten
rid of about 90 per

American

of
star
critics, plls suchock
cognoscente as Peter

deserved. He spat out
the lyrics

to his

Sam

Pecklnpah - inspired
'Excitable Boy', strik-

ing a balance between
anger and tenderness,
Perhaps this ability to
mix distanced irony and
upfront passion at the
same moment Is Zevon's
greatest gift.

Still, like fellow

American, Mark Twain,
he overtly defies exespecially
planation
In 'Werewolves Of
London'. The crowd
here mimicked Zevon's

-

wolf cries from that

i

number throughout the
show, awarding the
songwriter a thunderous
reception. Hopefully. It
be too long before

wont

the rest of the country
Frampton, Jackson
up on the
Browne and Clive picks
enthusiasm of these

Davis.
The hype la out . . .
the headliner, Warren

early Comers.

JIM FARBER

J
et,

But two superb SI

ulsinglésfróm

these dlscodynárriós.
You'll rèall get up and go fOr Búñny
SigIer's"LetMé Party'Mthyóú" from the
album of thé sarie name,
Whilé you're at it watch them leap
on Antony Whites discoversiori ófOtis
.

w

-

Redding's "I Can'tTurn= You Loose:'

z

Bunny Sigler: "LetMe PartyWith You"available z'74s
Antony White: "I Can'tTum Yob Loose.'

your -ass ott.

you'ii
RECORDSLICENSED REPERTOIRE DIVISION.
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Record Afrror, April

1, 1979

A great new single from

the Nol Lady of Soul...the one & only

Gladys Knight and the Pips
eallot`THE ONE AND ONLY'

1

AMU

S

The theme song from the new
Henry (Fonz)Winkler movie
of the same name, and also
a taster from their
r

forthcoming album.
T©
RECORDS
GROUP
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Dropping the Wild,
missing the words
JOIIN OTWAY &
WILLY BARRETT
Lyceum, London
CONFUSION. That was the
immediate reaction as the 'Pop
Group' began their set, in total
contrast to the Otway & Barrett
show that was to follow. They
were intent, outlandish and out of
the question lathe amassed ranks
of Otway devotees. They were
booed vigorously; they redoubled
the attack; they were the
winners.
The problem shared proved to

he a problem doubled as both the

Pop Group and second support
band Flys found regarding the
muzzy sound. The Flys however,
have played the whole tour with
Otway & Barrett and so a slight
problem, like nobody being able
to understand a word spoken or

BOOMTOWN

John Miles, that well
knownn f oot washer
specialising in removing the cheesy bits in
between the toes, revived that custom on the
day before Good Friday
last week.

RATS Yate Stars &
Stripes
ONCE IN a while you
see a band having a lot
of fun putting their
message across; they
are not working, they
are playing, and they
are the Rats.
Now I am not going to
make comparisons with

Simply substitute

souls for feet and three
thousand for 12.
Over - reaction? Nah.
See, I saw R. I saw his
band play a whiter than

other contemporary

it
,

white mothers pride
bitch of a,show marred
only by the fact that it
had to end.
Pretty boy non -entity,
my posterior. Perm
brained spectre, my

bands, but as far as
stage style is concerned,
what's the best R & B
i1band to come 'from

Southend recently? In -

ii

1

jl

ji

j

Ij
1

ii
,

í

i

deed

their

major

in.

fuenres are 60's R & B,

but the material is
strong and original; It is
easy to get the feel of
this band, they have
found the lost chord of
the 60's and filled it with
70's techo/ grout / punk
treatment.
Bob Geldors concept
of the band's identity is
that the fat should be
stripped from the meat
of

their songs,

leaving

them bone to get their
teeth Into; the beauty of
this idea is that not only

it give tunes with
Immediate impact, but
also lyrics that are neat
and thought provoking;
this applies particularly
to the new material and
their four songs being
road - tested; two of
them 'I Never Loved
Eva Braun', a sardonic
comment on Hitler's
does

life,

love

and

'Clockwork', a sharp
concise number that

lodges in the ears and
says 'This is good!' Well
they make 'Mary Of the

Form' sound almost
juvenile. The raw edges
have turned into cutting
4th

edges.

The lyrics show a
desire to put across self

awareness a background of feat, well arranged rock. The
effect Is more than
fleeting,
The Rats have been
quoted as having the
best Rock & Roll future
of any band since the
Stones: I wouldn't go
that far, but after this
gig It's a sentiment l can

easily understand.
FRED
WILIJAMS

JOHN MILES,

Hammersmith,

London
THE
w

PRACTICE of
g the feet of

12
ggars on Maundy
Thursday was
socked
during the
reign of
11.
mJunes
But maybe
beas

////

Khyber. Sugar surgeon

chameleon In search of
meat hook, my ame.
Miles revealed once
and for all that he's

undersold, under
rated, under

-

nourished, understated and
trod underfoot In the
vintage - vain rush to be
hip recognised. He and
his band are among the
most accomplished musicians / entertainers
this country has produced in a long time.
The choice of material
at the Odeon was
matched only by the
superb (what a rash
word) stage show. It
was one of those rare
occasions when special
(extra) effects visual
enhanced special (very
extra) effects on the
audio front. Syncopated
smoke bombs on 'Stand
Up And Give Me A
-

Reason,' glass bail

dynamics on 'Music.'
light fantastic on 'Nice
Man Jack'.
There was even a hint
of Rutlemanla when a
couple of nubiles hurdled themselves at Bob
Marshall and new guy
Brian Chatton.
John Miles must be
appreciated by the too
discerning and the
delicately morose. After
all, his heart's to the
right place.
So's his feet. BARRY
CAIN.

ZAL

their set, only

a

remarkably sustained
consistency, all their
songs sounding like

flatulent 40 material,
Personal favourites
are the mellow 'You',
the kind of song which
bands like the Pleasers
should be doing, 'Away

from you', another

angst

ridden ballad
which transmutes into a
-

jocular, surprisingly

realistic reggae workout, and 'Seventeen',
which is so damn
commercial It's a crime
that it'd not on vinyl yet,
Zal on the other hand
are a different crate of

kippers. They. like
Zones, are Scottish, and
will be huge. Not in this
fair isle, but In the land

somnolent .
.
Is that
enough to convice you
non - believers?
The band are trying to
be
.
.
ahh, shall we
say original / unique,
and certainly, one point
to them their melodies
are a little .
hmmm
.

.

different.
.

STRANGE one this.
Sal. band of ex - Harvey
clown Cleminson, supported by Zones. four
slick studs, who are as
A

far removed musically

from Zal as they are
from their distant past.
First on were Zones
and their brand of pop not a dirty word
which reeks of quality
and viability, and which
is now attracting its fair

-

.

Splashes of inspiration
veering from the bounti-

rul realms of the
highland Bing/ reggae/
New York Dolls. Such a
pity. Perhaps it did /
does have potential, but
as It stands, with the
lead singer echoing

But for meat M the crowd that
was ineensequenclal. They were
Staunch supporters and knew
most of the songs backwards, as
one Innocent to Otway & Barrett I
iras not converted. 'Really Free'

I enjoyed
(twice) and both
'Beware The Flowers' and 'nun
Together' (the only borrowed Complain' were catchy burl
number) and their single 'Love otherwise the set left me limp.
And The Molotov Cocktail'.
Ol,iay's actions appeared less
ON ay& Barrett's appeal, am spontaneous, allhoagh he did
told, Iles In their ability to Corno up with some bark breaking
blunder through self - afflicted
somersaults, and Willy Barrett
chaos, on a wing and a prayer, must have dropped the Wild for
nand a good deal nl ad - iibbing.
the night. Their musicianship
That being the case, the Lyceum was faultless however, with the
was tie wrong place for a first rest of the band content to hide in
timer such as I. Although the the shadow.
sound was Improving. it was still
With two stunning encores It
the vocal which was suffering,
IN as
a big night for old London
and for an act winch relies fans. As a newcomer I mould
heavily upon a lyrical sense of the have preferred more Intimate
absurd, that wasJust not on.
surroundings. KF,U 'i PIKE
1

melancholia and profunditles and his own
personae so obviously
more the stand - up
comic, well, what is one
to think?
Mustn't be too hard on
them I suppose, but as
they say, It's a cr000ell
' world
on the Inside.
Sure, they had plenty of
fans, maybe I was the
only one out there
f(ngerin' me ear plugs,
-and yes, there was
applause. Maybe it
picked up a little in the
middle, maybe I was
Just beginning to feel
-

that they had a sense of
direction, but this was

more than overshadowed by that
feeling of musical
anarchy which In-

troduced the set.
So there was a bit of
yodelling between num
bers, a lead singer with
a personality crisis and
a drummer in shorts,
and perhaps I'm just
getting old, but I've seen
it all before
and
there's nothing worse
than seeing . one, band,

-

plagiarise another
band's mistakes. A

word of comfort for the
at least he
bassist

-

looked the

part

.

.

promoted an image and
impressed the media.

But I'm never as
reliable as the speaking
clock, so perhaps it was
just one of my
premature migraines
which marred a rather
strange set, so don't
prejudge on the strength
of this.
I
wasn't impressed.

%
%

/
%
ii

%

and I did get a headache
but after all, I'm
nearly human too. BEY

-

BRIGGS

The square record has arrived.

of

Bee Gees and
burgers. Not my cup of

Char but obviously

moulded for the Yank
teen -consciousness.

Sal scores

a

plus In

their excellent musi-

cianship, and in Leroy
Jones, an ex -Tube who.
as more than one fellow
. Scot remarked, is a real
tube (Scottish colloquialism for a head case). His roots are

clearly visible and as

he Is the most
enjoyable thing about
Zal. It's an Injustice to

such

describe the guy's

antics on paper, I think
you' should check them

out.
Rellef from the Incessant crash - chords
Came in the form of a
song called 'Moscow,'
which seemed to have
something to do with DJ
Rosko, featuring the
theme from 'The Godfather'. Indeed, if Zal's
HM noise Is parody,
then they are totally
wondrous. If not It's
very sad to see such a
great guitarist wasting
nimself. Most of the set
looked in deadly ear.

o

nao

m tl

tacs

s/v

ecwssmu

nest. but with 'Guitar
Boy', a Tubes-ish Punk
piss -take, that deadly
earnest looked doubtful.

SryleTANG01

RONNIE GURR

London, Marquee

/,

.

share of record company interest There are
no high or low points in

sung, so soon straddled. The tour
has given them experience w Ith
larger stages and audiences, and
they have added more variation
to the set. Their easy going
manner was quickly picked up by
tire Crowd, who bought Them buck
again for 'Let's Spend The Night

But it's going fast.

THE SOFT BOYS
Hope and Anchor
THANKS

to

the

Soft

Boys for expanding my
vocabulary beyond even
my wildest dreams. I
now feel quite competent In my usage of
words such as nauseate
/ emetic / insipid /

tedious

dreary

/ irksome /
/ prosaic /

-

The limited edition of Richard Myhill's
debut single" It TakesTwoToTango:
GET IT WHILE STOCKS LAST
Also aUalldble Without confers -6007167

ill.-,., y. ,, n , l ...t..a t u u ,. m..
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The
Information
here was correct at

the time of going to
press but it may be
subject to change so
we advise you to
with the
check
venue
Concerned
before travelling tq
a
gig. Telephone
numbers are given
possible.

0
0

Red Cow,

GALWAY, College of
Technology, Graham
Parker and the Raman
GATESHEAD. Bluebell

Dentistry, Leloeeler

gate (01-886 0981).
Mingo Sorry

LONDON, Three Rabbit,.
Manor Park, Oyga1P'ree

MANCHESTER,
Trade Hall

MARGATE, Solders Arma,
Flyer
nd
MAROATE, Dreot

/

LONDON, Ding-welts, Cam-

MELTON MOWBRAY,

(27011), O

jBavens/Pealio.
LONDON, Hope k Anchor,

i///

(Ranch)

Upper Street. Islington
(01,359 4510 ). Son Boy.
LONDON, Marquee, Wardour Street (01.437 6609),
Mlre
LONDON, Muck Machine.
Camden (01-387 0429),
The Rewser.

MIDDLESBROUGH, Klrklevingtao Country Club
(780346), Movie.
MIDDLEliBROUGH, Rock

ti

Garden (241993), Banned

war

LONDON. New

Roxy
Theatre. Harlesden (01966 6940 ), Three Degree.
LONDON, Pegasus. Stoke

1,1

1,,

Newington (01-0 83

j

i

OH

i
jí
ii

Itl

1

e3),
15

LONDON. Rainbow, FIn.bury Park (01.263 3148).
Thin U tty

LONDON. Red Cow.
Hammersmith (01.148
5720),
Jeta

F!....

the Brakee/Star

LONDON. Rochester

CoaUe, Stoke Newington
(01-249 0198). Ignota
LONDON, Rock Garden.
Covent Garden (01-240
3961), Heed Walter
LONDON. Royalty, South

AAAGHl GIGS by the gallon this week, pity the overdraft more than matches the
enthusiasm. . . Graham Parker and the Rumour kick off on a big, big tour, begins
on Thursday at Cork Arcadia, Limerick Savoy (Friday). Belfast Queens University
(Sunday) with local dates coming later this month
Banned gigs making a big splash -Leighton Buzzard Bossard Hal¿'(Thursday),
Middlesbrough Rock Garden (Friday) and Harrogate PG's. (Saturday). Also
parting the waves are our old friends The Yachts playing a one - off benefit gig at
London Dingwalls on Sunday. Look out for Thin Lizzy making a special appearance
atlondon s Rainbow on Wednesday.
Patti Smith plays a peck of pickled gigs at the Rainbow on Saturday and Sunday
-only two British dates so get there early.
Also Slade come back after a year s
absence and goodies like Rosetta Stone The Brakes. The Roll Ups et

gate (01.986 0961).
Tapper Talkie
LONDON. White Hart,
Acton High Street,,
Satetutee/Transmltter.

i
11

LONDON, Windsor Cantle,
Harrow Road (01-286

yJ¡S..Ñ

8043), Trader

MARCH
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BIRMINGHAM, Barbareuse (021443 9413),
Boomtown Rat.
BIRMINGHAM, Mayfair

(623

I

jII
%

I

(heap15,

Trick
BRADFORD, Princeville
Club (78840). OYgato
BRISTOL, Colston Hall
(291768), Manila.

De

Rata

CORK, Arcadia, Graham
Parker and the Rumour /
Radio Stara
COVENTRY, Mr George
(27529), 11.e Crabs
CROYDON. Fairfield Ha17
(01-688 9291), JohnnyI.;
."'
Noah

/

j,

01

1

DONCASTER, Outlook
(64434). Vibrator.

/

jDURHAM. Coach and
Eight (63284). Disguise

EASTBOURNE, Congress
Theatre (38569), (Aria de
Burgh / Phillip Good
bond-Tait
%i GOSPORT. HMS Dolphin,
ff.:,

I

Atlantis Club, Beano
GREAT YARMOUTH, Chiciteos (68917), 14)11
erhurtr
/I ALESOM E N. Tlftany.
(021.422 0161),

%m

Grace

DoT

Head

Hero.

KENDAL, Brewery Arms
Centre, Bert Jan.ch
KINGSTON, Overground
Theatre (01449 6893),
The Time Lord (rock
munlcal) '
LEEDS, F Club, Roots

of

/

LEIGHTON BUZZARD.,
Bossard Club, The
Banned

LIVERPOOL, Erles (061236 7881), Marta Mandl
LONDON. Albany Empire,
Deptford ' (01-692 0766),
Chelsea / Johnny Warman

LONDON, Brecknock,
Camden

3073),

(01486

Scarecrow
LONDON, Cart

&

Horse,
The

Stratford, Jerry
Ferret.

LONDON, Crackers. Ward
our Street (01.734 4918),
{gnats
LONDON. Dingwall,, Cam-

-

den (01-267 4967), Rock»
LONDON; Duke of Sussex,

Hammersmith, China

Street
LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford
Street (01-686 0933),
Tapper Zukle
LONDON, Marquee, Ward -

our Street (01.437 8603),
Slaughter and the Dogs
LONDON, Moonlight, Railway Hotel, Wed Hemp-

stead (01-477 14731,
Praying Mantle

LONDON, Music Machine.
Camden (01-387 0428),
New Hearts

-

SLADE

Castle, Stoke Newington
(01.249 0198), Rumble
Stripe
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01-240
3961),

Franken.led

LONDON, Royalty. Southgate (01-886 0951),
Cavan

Croy

LONDON, Star and Garter,
Putney, Johnny Oee
LONDON, Western Coun
ties, Paddington (01-729

Heartdrop.
LONDON, White Lion,
0685),

Putney, Tabeway Army

MANCHESTER,- Cav-

alcade (061.446 1686),
The Tune.
MANCHESTER, Rafters
(061-236 9783),
apes

XRay

MELTON MOWBRAY,
Painted Lady (812121).
Ofanchl

NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE, Gostorth Hotel
(866611), Owl.
NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE, Hawthorne
(59244), Avalon
NEWCASTLE UPON

TYNE, Newton Park
Hotel (882010), Owl,
NORWICH, Cromwell.
(612909), Jimmy James

NOTTINGHAM, Palate
(81076), Black Gorilla

NOTTINGHAM, Sandpiper
(64381). Deaf School

OXFORD, New Theatre
(44544), Marty Robbd./
Don Everiy

ROXY REHEARSAL
CENTRE
Odeon Parade
Craven Park
Harlosden
London NW1
.

PLUS SUPPORT

Saturday 15th April
HAMMERSMITH ODEON

PRESTON, Guildhall
(21711), Btyllatlea
Qandl Baton
READING, Bones Club.

LONDON, Red Cow,
Hammersmith (01-748
6720), The Young Ones
LONDON, Rochester

end the Vagabond.

MEL BUSH PRESENTS

(61326), Black Slab
PORTSMOUTH, Clarence
Pier Pavilion (21455),
Leerier Known Tuntelan.,
PORT TALBOT, Troubadot', Boperch arge

Generation X

READING, Target
(695887), Rebel

'

ROTHERHAM, Windmill
Club 172988), Cock,
Sparrer
SHEFFIELD, Limit Club,
Stouvle and the Banshees
STOKE HANLEY, Victoria
Hall (48241), Busscocke /

Slits

SUNDERLAND, Old
Neon

SWANSEA, Nutt Club

(86409), Dave

erdale'e White Snobs

Heroe.
COVENTRY, Robin Hood

Club (21676), 81g"
Fright
DERBY, King. Hall
(81111), Boomtown Rats

DUDLEY. JB'. (69697),
Advertising
DUNDEE, College of

Technology (27225), Cale
Jacques

EASTBOURNE, Congress
Theatre (36363), Johnny

Tickets (2.5012 11.50 available Box Office
Tel 01-748 4081

and parking 3 Phase 100
A/Leg on wage

Refreshments

EDINBURGH, Clouds
(031-129

5355),

trade.

Penn -

EXETER, Grouchoe
'

(78070). Snobs

GREENOCK, Victorian
Carriage, Necromancer
KEELE, The University,
Planet Gong / Headroom

KINOHORN, Cubicle,
Mother Earth

KINGSTON, Overground
Theatre (01.649 6803),
Tke Tare Lord (rock
musical)

Rumour
LIVERPOOL, Empire (061709 1555), Hot Chocolate
LIVERPOOL, Erich (061236 7881), Greg Kihn /

Smirk.
LONDON, Acklam Hall,
Portobello Road (01,969
7394), Earth Transit /
Angle Trait

Howe,

LONDON, Bridge

Canning Town, Oend

r

MARCH
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BATH, Brthig Arts Centre
(84364), Bert Jansen

BIRMINGHAM. Barba
rellae (021.643 9418),
Heavy Metal Kide

BIRMINGHAM, Bingley
Hall (58080), Patti Smith
BIRMINGHAM, Golden
Eagle (021-564 lees),
Rudl and the Rationale

BRADFORD, Tople
(32119), Glad.tone's Bag
BRIDLINGTON SPA,

Royal Hall (0262 73256),
Stylf,Ora / Candy Staten
BRIGHTON, New Regent

(27800), New Heard
CAMBRIDGE, Corn Exchange (88767), Eh,).
Costello and The Attrac-

tions
CHATHAM, Tam O Shan ter, Warm Jet
(7(ELMBFORD, City Tan.
ern (112801), Electric
Chairs / Levi & The

Rocked

Roll -Up.
LONDON, City Arm.,
Islington, Frankensteln
LONDON, Dingwall., Cam-

den (01-2674987), Charlie
Dore'. Back Pocket /
The late Show

LONDON, Hampstead

Town Hall (01476 4444),

Iaod.eape

LONDON, Hope & Anchor,
Upper Street, Islington
(01-369

4510),

Surprise

Act (M--T----t)
LONDON, Marquee, Ward our Street (01.437 0603),

Petra Fitzgerald

LONDON, Music Machine,
Camden (01-887 0428),
Deaf School
LONDON, Nashville, Kensington (01-603 e071).
Blatt Pttrnace and the
Heatwave. / Ignoto
LONDON, Pegasus, stoke
Newington (01.983 8102).
Embryo / Had Manners /

20

-

TYNE, Guildhallof
(11037), Punishment
Luxury / Bunt

NEWCASTLE, Mayfair
(23109), Cheap Trick /
Bethnal

NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE, New Tyne

Theatre (21501), Splinter
NEWPORT, The Village
(81194), David Coverdale's White Snake
NORTHAMPTON, Romany,

SC

rate h

NOTTINGHAM, Sandpiper
(64381). X -Ray apes
OXFORD, New Theatre
(44644), Chris de 9rrgh /
PhILLp Goodhaod-l'olt

RETFORD, Porterhouse
(4981), Buaamck. / The
Bllle

SCARBOROUGH, Penthouse

03204),

Ilona

Widish

SLEAFORD, Nags Head,
Bullet
SOUTH SHIELDS, Holing

broke Hall (84693),
Angelic Upstar.
SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont (22001), Merle

Club, Bit Much

SUNDERLAND, Mecca
(57568). Shoal. Kid.
'SUTTON ASHFIELD,

Golden Diamond 128601),
Days of Grace

THURMSCOE, Fairway
Hotel. limelight

TORQUAY, 400 Club
(28103), Mark Slate

WEST RUNTON, Pavilion
(203), Tapper Talkie

WOLVERHAMPTON, Lay layette (26295), Super-

charge / 29th

S

Dearborn

WORTHING, A..embly
Hall (33399), Rosetta
Stone

YATE, Star, and Stripes,
Slaughter and the Doge

7`

Bank Hol. Mon.

PONDER'S END from

95p

Seek

APRIL(
(68215), Oonnolet

BIRMINGHAM, Harbarelle's (021-643 9419),
Kevin Coyne

BRADFORD, Royal Standard (93438), Mack Cat
Y

d

BRACKNELL. Sport.
(54203), Elvla
Costello and The Attroolions

Centre

OUd
Club

Rouge

Camden

Urchin

(01436

3073),

LONDON. Hammersmith
Odeon (01-748 40111).
Rubino. / Greg KIM /
Smirks
LONDON, Hope Sr Anchor,
Upper Street. Islington

(01.359 4110),

Dire

Straits (Martin Luther
King Playgroup Benefit)
LONDON, Marquee, Ward
our Street (01.487 OM),
Ramble Stripe
LONDON, Music Machine,
Camden (01-987 0428),
Volee Squad New.

/

LONDON, NaahvWe, Ken-

nington (01.603 6071).
Dan. GWespte / The

Young.ter.

LONDON, Old Swan,
Keneington, De.perate

Straits
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington, Blg(dlef
LONDON, Rainbow, Flnebury Park (01.263 3148),
Patti Smith

LONDON, Rochester

Castle, Stoke Newington
(01-249 0196),

/ UK Sub.
LONDON,

Dick Envy

Royalty,

Southgate (01886 4112).

Imperial.

LONDON, Royal Festival

Hall (01.928 3191).
Manila. De Plata

LONDON, Swan, Hammersmith (01-7411 1043),
L.oaer Known Tunielan.
LONDON. Western Counties, Paddington (01-723

0685) Redel).
LONDON, Wheatehest,
King@ Road (01.738
3630), Overlies.
MANCHESTER. Ratters
(001-2369783), Wreck/cur
Eric
MANCHESTER, Unlver.
city (061.238 9114).

Planet Gong

MARGATE, Dreamland
(27011). Nut«

MATTOCK, Black Rocks.

Bullet

MIDDLESBR000H. Rock
Garden (241996), Monts
MORECAMBE, Dixieland

Crate
CHADL EN LE FRITH.
Constitutional Hail. Vd4

Ile April SUPERCHARGE from 95p

XRfy

Ofenchl

d017.
A

AYR, Darlington Hotel

age

Sat

23e 7881),

LIVERPOOL, Rock Garden, Trapeze / Idiot

MELTON MOWBRAY,
Painted lady (612121),

BURNT ISLAND, Half
Circle (873592), The

Tel. 704981

LEICESTER, Phoenix

(58832), Evolution
LIVERPOOL, Empire (021709 1555). Ilse Menke*
LIVERPOOL, Erica (021.

LONDON, D Mew ails, Cunden (01-297 4961), Jackie
I.ynton's Happy Days /
(gnats

an

Carolgate, Retford, Notts

The Time Lord (rock
musical
LEEDS, FfnrdGrene Hotel
(628470), Cock Sporrer

TYNE, Bridge Hotel
(27780), Disguise
NEWCASTLE UPON

BRIGHTON, Youth Centre,
Cariara / Johnny Warm-

PORTERHOUSE CLUB

Sneaky Pete

LONDON. Brecknock,

NEWCASTLE UPON

LONDON. Dublin Caolle,
Camden, Swift

Banned

MIDDLESBROUGH. Town
Hall (46432), Marty
Robbine / Don Evenly

Haggard / Joe Ely
LEICESTER, Phoenix
',SUNDERLAND, Anna
(68882), Pressor. Shook.
bet's, 157566), Omasater
LBIERICK,Savoy (44644),
SUNDERLAND, Lee',
Graham Parker and the

LONDON. Brecknock,
Camden (0185 3073),

/,4r/fl.l'

900 sq It STAGE 349

Dressing rooms, Hot
shower. Easy unloading

Noah

Hotel

58ft seating for 1.500

8 pm

Co,

THORPE, White Hart
Hotel, 11me00t

Tel. 01-965 9441
01-965 9846
1

29,

.

(2929), Oarbo'e Celluloid

PLYMOUTH, Metro

LONDON, Noehvllle, Kennington (01.003 6077),
Kerbs Coyne/The Look
LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01-986 6136),
Sore Throat
LONDON, Rainbow, Finsbury Park (01-2833148),
Chick Cor ea

(21768), Oarbo'e

Celluloid

Club (480101), Bethnal
Knife Edge

30

9083),

HIGH WYCOMBE, Nags

't` ....

CHELTENHAM, Pavilion

al.....

-

%I

X

ion

Painted Lady (812121),

den (01-2e7 4987), Ritchie

4374), Khyber Trine.
HARROGATE, PO's The

/ Soot Money

Coyne

Jet.

(773377), PuoI.hment of

Luxury

GLASGOW, Magid ,042-332

KINOHORN, Culntl.,

Psfeted lady
LONDON. Width. Howe,
Conning Town, Warm

//

(22207), Hollywood Kill-

ers

KINGSTON, Overground
Theatre (01-640 4890),

/

3073).

The Enid

EASTBOURNE. Cavalier

(081-984
0943 ), Manitea De Plata

MANCHESTER, Rafter.
(061.136 9783), Kevin

.4)Agtl

Hollywood Mae Boyce

LONDON, Royal School of

MARCH LS
LONDON, 0rock nook,
Camden

20521), General/an X

DERBY. Assembly Room.

DUDLEY, s8'. (63691),

Square, Metebollot
LONDON. Royalty. South-

1/

DARTFORD, YMCA

LONDON,
Hammer.mltb, Head
Waller
LONDON, Rochester
Cite., Stoke Newington
(01,349 0198), Automatics

ylt,..,.er

/

Deer (DI Bkg º2911, Rebel

Staten Prepare)*

LONDON, Rainbow, FtnDu r y Park (01.263 3148),
(hick ()area

(2'878),

t

Stagebin

Fright
(ROYDO.N, Rudolf, Red

Showbar, Mu.de.
NORTHAMPTON, County
Crloket Club (32917),
Cheap

Trick

NOT EDIOHAM, Boat Club
(859032), Qunrta

NOTTINGHAM, Sandpiper
(64381), Some Chicken /

Patrlk Fitzgerald
NOTTINGHAM. Theatre
Royal (41328), Styllztles
/ 4endy Stators

OLDHAM, Boundary
(4203441), lUv rwdg

OLNEY. Youth Centre,
Scratch

OXFORD, Elm Park
Centre, Wire / Soft Boy.

OXFORD, New Theatre
(44544), Johnny Naah
PETERBOROUGH, ABC
(38041, Marty Rubbint /
Do. Evert),
ROCHESTER, Nag. Head
(3150), Pekoe (range
SHEFFIELD, The Lime,
Keehnal

SUNDERLAND.

On 29,
The Period The Prefab.
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion

/

(203), Boomtown

Ito.

Record Mirror, Apn11, 1978

wtOM, (:ealro

H7R111.

VaY

S

YO ILK. Renee. Bar, ~an

J

sir

rs
c

APRIL2
AAHINGMN. Regal C1nsa a (811231). B1edr
BA TLIT, Variety Club
/797+1, Johnny. ..h
MAST, Queens Univtra Ity 1.21341. Graham

i'erter and

Theatre

CO VESTRY

2141). Merle
Ely
Jo El

CR 54DON,
07-661 14431

9Ub
DU "SERIES.
(ado Belie

Ha'xerd

Rauorte
Beau peke

Stagecoach.
g

b.m Rees

GA TEBHEAD,

Charlie Dore'. Rack
Pocket

LONDON, Rainbow, Fin'bury Park (01.2638148),
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Mmtth

LONDON, Roaheater
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(01.249 01501, The
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Cheap Trick

Plamhle Y.
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tea Erie
..FORD, Cranbrook, Red

le

RE TTERINO, Windmill,
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LE ED9, Fforde (Irene
Hotel (e23470),,Zhsln

LE EDS, Grand Theatre
40971), Alta Boyce

\DON Astor...Charing

IO.

Crow. (01.437 6767 )+
Fthrdeua PooAle+/Dead
Racers Talk

LO NOON, BrecknOck
Camden (01486 3073),
The Roll Ups

LO NDON,OfngwaUs. care.
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Berry{,ampbAl Defence

indeor.ln

LONDON. W'Indsor Casare,
Harrow Road, Frank.
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Club and Institute.
Gygtr°
NORTHAMPTON, The
Racehorse, Len Hand
Drive

READING, Target,
(585887). Double Xpo

Sae
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¡27074), DtIMe Water-
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LONDON. NO3.603
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T1 NE, City Hall (30007),

LE

HOLE,

Flemming Hotel, Shelton
Colliery (262079), Car

LONDON, Marquee, Ward
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Kevin Coyne
LONDON, Moonlight, Roll.
way Hampstead (01-077

1"Potll
The

(662010),

9u

Elvis

1473),
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Gygafm

(786070 ), Dawnweever
LIVERPOOL, ErICs (051.
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238 7881), Topper Baltic

LONDON, BrePknoek,

LONDON. Nashville, Ken
sington (01.603 6071),
Reggae Regular* /
Mgletrat
LONDON+ Palladium Garden, 7373), Pasadena
Roof Oeoheetra / SurFlee Meters
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J91r/rll i

APRIL4

Camden (01485. 3073),
Warm Jet,
LONDON, Din
Dingwall...
alls, Cam
d
II,2074967), Beggar
1 Dle Kapp / Tax Exile

BRIGHTON, Richmond
Hotel (63974), F1uh
,BATLEY. variety Club
(476228), Johnny Nmh
BIRMINGHAM, Barbarelies, Tipper Talkie
CARDIFF, Top Rank.
Heavy Meted Kid.

SHEthnal D The
Bethnal
SOUTHAMPTON, Saints,
Leerier Known T nistans

STALYBRIDOE, Commercial Hotel,' Bicycle
Thlevee

WATFOR D,aBalleys'

LONDON. Hope6

Upper
Street, Islington
Ri
PP2
(01-358 4610) Barren
Harry
LONDON, The Kensington,
Russell Gardens, Pekoe
Orange

tors/Echoe.

Ile Preelooe

LONDON, Tramshed,
Woolwich (01.8135 9871)
Main
MANCHESTER,

/Joe Ely

Rall
(01.877 1473) Sore

DURHAM, Coach
Eight (88281), Mynd
EDINBURGH, Usher Hall
ee Boyce

LONDON, Moonlight,
B

wsy, Went Hampstead

Throat/Kennel Ririe

LONDON, Music Machine,
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Uncle Po
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MODULATOR £185 + VAT
FULL RANGE OF PULSAR AT
DETAILS FROM
ALL BRANCHES OF R.S.C. LTD.
Ask for a full demonstration at
ATMOSPHERE LIGHTING & SOUND
57 Nelson Street, Aberdeen A82 318

Cambridge C81 3EA

Teo 102231 66798
Telex 81697

Tel. Ashford 45607

ONLY £270 INC VAT
(eyeteeth.?
Ile price, £313.20)
100 W RIMS CONSOLE
drive tP2S

Pair of full

Mk

V's

rage

70 W BINS
Brochures end detedh from
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NEWHAM AUDIO

J

PORTABLE ANIMATED DISPLAYS AND
CUSTOM BUILT SIGNS
PROGRAMMED CONTROLLERS
HEAVY DUTY ROPE LIGHTS (You can pr.clicIly need on Ihow)

-

S3 Romferd Read,
London 115 401

238 £33.

Tel. 01.534 4064

All

MEDIUM DUTY ROPE LIGHTS (Foe Lnep Window.) 218
£77. ROPE LIGHT CONTROL!', (Up to S Rope light.) £77
Dhpley. and Rope tight. we valorem by 15% end have
relerbening bulbs, Le. if en. doer M., Me ethers cRl hill
OqM

a'

Pulsar Light of Cambridge
Henley Road.

.

Ahron',on,

170Chr,ertl.ld Road. Ashford Middles.
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CARDIFF

Sunday April2nd
Monday April 3rd
2 pm -9 pm
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Well Iet (is help you on your way

Irfr.

We'll rhos,. you microphone ,echn,que, how to u,
Broadcasl tuneable., carmdge piayers.'how to dove
s>tT
Broadcast riming desk, how commercial., are made,
y
terminology toed, bow to plan out a programme, and
!n general how a radio melon opt
r
,.A+,a.
Then we'll give you some experience on the
equipment and when you're ready you'll record a
into a demo rape
programme using records, tingles and commemalr. which we will edit down
but we think that 030 for-our
to send round the rodeo melons. All ehu sounds eapeneee,
om day Mlle 'a money well spar la further your area, Imrres1ed7
Ceur.e.
Presenters
Radio
our
of
deeds
wrire
for
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Bedrock (7. 0O onward.). Neal
nolseierom a jam session recorded at London's 100 Club,
ál40 Darts and Pete Seeger.
Trevor Dann (6.30 , 7.301.
RADIO NOTTINGHAM
Buzzcocks
living Interview from the waxworks
let It happen.
pP

COME TO S. WALES' FIRST LARGE SCALE
DISCO EXHIBITION

£43 OFF
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TK DISCOSOUHD FOR VALUE!

II

ROIL YOUR OWN CABINETS.?

Bethnal /
Br

wiirrLEY BAY, Red Lon,

377 LEWISHAM HIGH STRE
LONDON SE13
Definitely London's most helpful disco showroom
`

-

Interview starring Roberto OGeldof.

ndAnother

1

I(091.2297807/

(68848), The Imperials
Imp.

WHITLEY BAY, Rex Hotel
(23201), BUtakrel R BoP

Rock Gorden04.240
Covent Garden (01.240
Te.der
LONDON, Royalty. South
ate ( 01-8880961 ), Slade
g

D U B L 1 N , 3l a d um
(753371), Merle Haggard

tit'MEL

-

WEDNESDAY
Jaye C (6.10 7.701. 1116 Men
RADIO NOTTINGHAM
who melts a thousand vinyls, Ian Dury, melts a thousand
hearts In the studio.
FRIDAY
7.701.
Jaye C U.70
RADIO NOTTINGHAM
ZoomvWage Mite (could R be Boomtown Rats?) In live

LONDON

DISCOLAND 01-690 2205/6

ZERO 3000

J.

LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01.986 6153),
Apostrophe / Ventura.

Limit,et Ancho3961),

man

11.35). Pottl

BBC 2
Old Grey Whistle Test (10.55
Scmldt again, Mt der Incredible Vi beaters.

Harry

Club, Beano
YEADON, Peacock Hotels.

LEEDS, Royal Pork Hotel

-

TUESDAY

Krakatoa / Warren

u

get4a
LEEDS, Fforde Grene
Hotel, Planet Gong

Miller and Sam Mitchell
ITV-The South Rank Show (10.15 11.151. Merlin Barg
rock and roll star Carl Parkins
talks to the legendary
g
y
(who wrote Blue Suede Plimsolls) and USS legend Ma.
Schmidt.

Jab Jab / The

LONDON, Muele Machine,
Camden ' (01.387 942811

Double Xpoeure
SWINDON, Affair (30070)
W'recklesn Erle
WIGAN. Rlveralde Social
(d47í111,

'

11.00). /footmen Rats Dibble
round the frayed edges with David Soul, the singing
pBBeeman.
(5.30.7. ]0). Frankie
and
Sound
In
Concert
BBC 2-Sight

Art

NOTTINGHAM, Shipley
Boat ( 888092 Muncie.
Corn Dolly
O%FORD,

Dons

-

SATURDAY
Our Show (10.00
LWT

Street, Adam and the

TYNE. Newton Pork

Costello and The Attrne-

ETV-Batman (5.13 S./S). Part two. As above.
BBC I -A Song for Europe (7. ]0-9.10). Seca.ILWnk up
hatter ditties N the bath. Ate hell, there Son another
plastle duck!

LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford

Max Royce

NEWCASTLE UPON
kale
TYNE,
YouCong Ruele
(181861, Young
NEWCASTLE UPON

Barracuda,Hotel
Squad

-

FRIDAY

4010), China

(01-360
Street

b

THURSDAY
BBC I
Top of the Pops (7.10 7.40). Animated daisies
from the Annals of the reeord Industry.

LONDON, Dine, alts. Camden (01.267 49071, Racing
Care
LONDON. Hope & Anchor,
Upper Street. Inlington

MANCHESTER, Rafters
(0e1.236 9783), Bethnal
NEWCASTLE UPON

Tiffany's

HUTTON

Panties

6,06>, Pretty glrUea

the nearly nUdse, betting runs 5-4 Sheila Prophet, 54 Ros
Rusae11100-1 out
Alf Martin.
ITV- Batmen (5.15 5.45). The Gaped crusader and boy
wonder don their leotard. and sloekingRs for another re
run of SpIntl Kapow! Also starring Egghead and Holy
Smoke(Lhe Reverend Benson and Hedges 1').

lard

Time

(05483 3073),

Camr eO

Cahn Street

the Wall (0814132 6628).
Those Naughty Lampe

um

-

WEDNESDAY
BBC I
Mite Wale* 1678 (8.J0

(rock musical)
LONDON, ere c noek,

MANCHESTER, Bend on

(763371), Ornhlrm Park.
er and the Rumour

I

64931. The

LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01.240
3961)

O 1011, G a u Mont

(63641), ilot Chocolate
0ound
KINGSTON,,
Theatre Club (01.549

Moweddyw.ddy

(682127), Manila, De
Plebs
BRISTOL, Colston Hall
(201784), Hot Chocolate
CORBY. Exclusive Club,
Mean Street
CUDWORTI, Village
Ke Club,
9 t ad

IPS

IANUON, Pegasus, Slake
Nrwingten 101.226 5930),
RID Raft

BRIGHTON. Dome

Gonralaa

Elsie Corded» and The

Attraction.
INVERNESS, Eden Court
/Theatre. Marty
/Don Fverly

Ken

LONDON, Palladium, An
gym Street (01.437 73731,

BRENTWOOD, Hermll
Club, Gyg.to

e

_
Robbins1;12

.0v.'
,

tab Show / The Record.

BLACIIPOOL. Jenklnaona
(292031, Kevin Coyne
BLYTH, Golden Engle,
Steve brown nand

DUNDEE,

/

eingloh (01.603 60711,

BATLEY, VarietyClub
(47M2281, Johnny Nash
BIRMINGHAM, Golden
Eagle, Bullet.

DUBLIN,
DUBLIN

Ilolel

Brand

/fXlrr/,//

EDINBURGH,
(031.668 6292),

enable

CarnrNttee)

/

`///

,

LONDON,Torrin
Torrington,

A

H mule Hotel
Wd
710
0 tA9GOW, Apollo (041-332

HE

Newington (01-986 6163),

Boa.
_ MACCLESFIELD,
Head, Darr
ROUGH, Town
Ely,.
701199Hell (46132)
Stirling
and The ~rage
(781199),

pEJ1MST.A6H.C, Queenaw
H all (503326.1 Booze

O'tEL

llw Dorton
LONDON, Nashville, Ken
alnetnn (01.603 6071).
Son Boys/ B.rine.
LONDON, Old Swan.
Notting HUI Gate, Pann. Red
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke

the Rumour

tlpUENEMOUTR, Winter
G rdens (75446). Ma.
ml tee De Plata
Cli F.LMSFORD, Chan
(608481,
c etIer Hall
members X
'GRAVE, Miner, Weiare Beano

P

LONDON, H. mpetr nd
Gauntry
Spit
LONDON, Marquee.Club Ward.
our Street (01197 6803),

25

910/1I

*RA.HIRrE

*musa STORE
*8 TRACK STUDIO

n, N,LC., OIRMIMGNAM, Mae

11.15

RATDEE ELECTRONICS
9 Woodlands Road, Farnborough
Tel. 0252 40475
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by ROBBIE VINCENT

0

SO

OUR Top 50
have Includ-

Y6ucharts

ed hyped records.
For the majority of
disco jocks it must

have brought a
smile to their faces
because the last

thing you can do is
fool the people who
turn up to boogie
the night away.
The biggest hits are

found not by disc
Jockeys but by the

people who buy'em and
for that matter dance to
them. The great thing
about disco work Is the

tndivlduallty of each

venue. There is nothing
more refreshing than
seeing a record that's
had no air play or for

that matter press

coverage,

dance floors

filling the

These so called

regional hits are often
where It all happens.
Sure, your local jock has

n
can't
fool the
people

off another
Patrick Adams produced album He's the
guy who eats synthesisers and was responsible for Sammy Gordon
and the Hiphuggers'
of tracks

,

'Shake Your Funky
Tambourine' amongst
others. His newle Is a
group called Sine.
'Chlmi' and especially

,

'Just Let Me Do My
Thing' are the ace cuts.
Two good UK releases

worth

'

had

the good ears to
play it In the first place
but If paying customers
don't like it
no
Chance.

...

This leads me onto
giving the public what
they want and the vexed
question of live music
versus discos. I have
always advocated the
use of good live music

where possible and
sincerely believe, that

as an entertainment
medium, you can't beat
IL But H live music
cannot generate the

Interest or business
recorded music can, Is It

fair that the musicians

employment?
I often work hand in
hand with bands and
regularly with comedian Jimmy Jones at the
Kings Arms In Enfield,
North London. Discos
and comedians you
might not think go

union should put pres-

sure on any establishment to use live

musicians anyway?
I'm no expert but I
keep hearing about
pressure being put on all
sorts of venues to
include a proportion of
live music In ratio to the
amount of recorded
music used. That IS
fair. But entertainment
is competitive and a live
group can blow records
or jocks off the stage
any day of the week"
But If they can't do they
have the RIGHT to

together but

Can
the y d o.

from the Olympic

Runners new RCA
album and a red hot 12'
on Island, 'HI Tension'
by HI Tension. It's
going to be as hot or
even hotter than the

.

assure you
Another example of live.
plus half alive, mixing
well with recorded.

April

GOT A call from Radio
One to say Robbie

news llike.

going on Sundays and
Tuesdays. It gets the
Robbie Vincent seal of
approval, as does the
Devils Den at the Old
IT'S BEEN a really
California Ballroom in
great few weeks on the Dunstable, Beds. Reguroad, well almost. The lar DJ Brother Louie
almost I won't mention. made me very welcome.
because I am sure
He Is another with a
Slough can't be that
good scene to work.
bad. It's been a chance
Thanks to everyone at
of working again with
these two gigs and sorry
Froggy. His equipment, to those of you who

Saturday of April for 18
weeks. That's the sortol

millions of

pounds, Is really something and if he Is around
your way check it out
We were together at the
Black Prince In Bexley,
Kent for an over 21
night. The 78's' went
down a storm.

:7(Vovec/17ám¿

Other highlights

In-

cluded a visit to
Frenchies in Cam-

berley, Surrey.

Resident jock Chris Brown
really has a good scene

AKKERMAN:

'Crackers' (LP

Jan

Akkerman' Atlantic K

50420). Focus's guitarist is
an unexpected source for a

IC%

currently hot jazz

funk
groover (and some more
typical, lovely, slowles).
LIPSTIOUE: 'Venus' (Ensign ENV 12). Snappily
pounding Euro revival of
Shocking Blue's old thud der.
WATSONIAN INSTITUTE:

L

6093

taken from their forthcoming

MARTYN

III

hot sophistofunk for
this Johnny Guitar Watson
-led group.
GARNET MIMMS: 'Tall
Snatcher' (LP 'Has It All'
Arista APART 1032). The
full 6:20 'What It Is' joins
are

'Sunburn'.

ON THE road in

my

helping me keep

sanity.

April

includes The Bell Hotel
in Maidenhead, on April
14, and before that On
April 9, Fleet Country
Club, Fleet In Hampshire.
P. S.
Get ready to
pawn your Granny. The
Heatwave album Central Heating Is out nest
month- Hooray!
See you an the road or
In next month's Record
Mirror. Have a funky

Pat McCall,

because he really cares
In Slough and Keith
Kapri because he works

hard, very hard.

NOW ONTO some of the
good music warming the
cockles of your feet.
Biggies include a couple' one.

this lower

flier and
Music'.

a

WHIRLWIND: 'Hang

key 5:38 funky
zingy '.Street

(Chlawlek NS 25,
la Anchor). Vibrant new
UK version of Tommy
Spurling's rockabilly bop
per.
JOHNNIE ALLAN: 'Promised Land' (Os al Stiff LOT
I, via EMI). Reissued
great Cajun rocker from
Loose)

CHRIS REA: 'Fool (H You
Think It's Over)' (Magnet
MAG Ill). Timmy Thomas
- type rhythm box - backed
classy white pop slowle,

-

prettily atmospheric and
could smash.

BARRY MANILOW: 'Can't
Smile Without You' (Arista
ARIST 176). Superb MOR
swayer, could be the next
Crystal Gayle!
GUY MARKS: 'Loving

74,

TROGGS:

1968

send

-

pressed Keith West's
'Teenage Opera' (EMI
R5623) and Simon Dupr-

-

up of

'30s big band broadcasts

long

for

a

ee's'Kites' (EMI R5649)
limited editions at El.

personal fave, good

MOR fun.

RICHARD MY111LL: 'K
Takes Two To Tango'
(Mercury TANGO 1). If
you've not heard it, this
gimmick square single has
a disco styled tango - type
lem
TRATURALS: 'Voyage
To Atlantis' (Ballistic GUN
101, via Pie). Isley Bros
guitar meanderer done as

N

superior reggae with great
dub flip.

LORNA BENNETT:

Breakfast to Red' (Island
WIP 6436). Classic 1972

reggae swayer, but
Scotty's 'Skank In Bed' flip
is even better.

I

'67. Lightning have also re

You Has Made Me
Bananas' (ABC 4211).
Very silly

'Wild Thing'

Girl Like You'
(lightning Old Gold LIG
loot). Proto - punk from
'With A

In

MAGGIE BELL: 'RaseB'

(Swan Song SSK 19412).
Great gutsy rock theme
from TV's now departed
private dick serles.

TYRONE ASHLEY:
'looks Like Love

la

Here

To Stay' (UA UP 36371).
Rather good melodic fast

soul thumper from Ian
Levine.
NETWORK: 'Save"Me,
Save Me' (Epic EPC «150).
Rolling tuneful stamper, co
prod 1 penned by
ubiquitous Barry Glbb.

BACCARAT

'Darling'

(RCA PR 55«6). Instead of
the hot 'Koochie Koo' It's
more mewling Euro MoR.

POIrpfirsg.

TAKE METO

THE DANCE
1)e-.45-1

-

'Master Funk' LP (DJM
DJF 20529). Title track
and 'The Funk
Know'
allbuum,

Dy

Sun album called

by JAMES
HA MILTON

JAN

phonograrn

ing' track off the new

jocks
deserve thanks for

sec disco version

CAMEO: 'It's Serious'
(Casablanca CANL 121).
Here its the smash Brass
Construction - Isb funky
filer on limited 12ln1
WAR: 'Galaxy' I 'Bey
Senorita' (MCA I2MCA
359). Full length disco
remixed 12in, flipped by
the dull slow Latin - type
follow -up.
STARGARD: 'Which Way
Is Up' / 'Love Is So Easy'
(MCA I2MCA 354). Ditto,
the follow - up flip being a
dreary soul smoocher.

marketed

recommended. As Is the
excellent 'Sun Is Com-

couldn't get In.
Two other

special limited edition 12" single
9 min 35

Serious' from Cameo
album on import. Jazz
funksters wIll like
Walter Bishop Jr with
his Soul Village LP on
American Muse records
and jazz violionlst Noel
Pointer with the title
track from his album
'Hold On'. Both highly

ROBBIE VINCENT' new Radio One programme in

worth

tyi

current biggie 'It's

-

-

I

Vincent's long, hot,
soulful summer will
return on the last

buying right

away are 'Solar Heat',
an Instrumental cut

GREAT SINGLE. OUT NOW

\Ty
%

CI
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UK DISCO TOP

70

owes.
the Beek Irenday the Top 6e has had to be
reamed E el IN. week.
2
LETS ALL CHANT, Michael Tager Band

Private Stork/ 121n
Atlantic

(CANT STAND THE RAIN, Eruption

1

THIS LOVE. Bob Marley & The Wailers )eland
STAY IN' ALIVE, Bee Gee.
RSOVLP
5
BIG BLOW, Menu Dlbango/French Meats 12th
DENIS(DENSE),!Moodie
Chryaalls
11
FANTASY. F..rth Wlnd Fire
CBS
RUMOUR HAS IT, Donna Summer
Casablanca
3
WHICH WAY IS UP. Stargard
LP/ 19óI
/ WISHING ON A STAR, Rose Royce
1
WhitSeld
Magnet
U 10 COME RACK MY LOVE, Darts
12 SINGIN' IN THE RAIN, Shelia B.
Devotion
I
Careers/12ln
I
13 FREAKY DEAKY, Roy Ayers
Polydor/LP
25
EVERYBODY DANCE, Chic AU.ntle,LP/US 12th
11
N SUPERNA7URE, Cerrone
AUanUc/LP'
Rek
1$ 111 EVERY 1'5 A WINNER, Hot Chocolate
Arista
II 2e JACK AND JILL/ GET DOWN, Raydlo
IS

7
4

TAKE ACHANCE ON ME. Abbe

14

IR

to

zit

20
21

22

22

47

23

28

24

17

25

18

Epic'

FEELIN' GOOD, Francine McGee
RCA 121n
ITS SERIOUS. Cameo
Caaahlanea LP

THE GHOST OF LOVE, Tavares
Capitol / promo 121n
MOVE YOUR BODY, Gene Farrow Magnet 1210
THE BEAT GOES ON AND ON, Ripple US Salsoul

24

12th

74

40

27

lb

á

40

30

15
20

N

Pye

31
32

27

31

55

N

35

15

77

Il

37

37

M
40
41

HI TEN910N, HfrTlnelon
Island 122in
Arista/121n
(ROSE ENCOUNTERS. Genre Page
WHAT'S YOUR NAME, Andrea True Connection
Baddah/US 1210
IF IT DON'T FIT, Hence Patterson EMI Int
CBS LP
MAGIC MIND. Earth Wind & Fire
DANCE A LITTLE BIT CLOSER, Char°
Salsou/US 121n
BRICK HOUSE / ZOOM (LIVE), Commodores
Motown LP/promo 1210
THERE ARE MANY STOPS ALONG THE WAY,

12

Ie
311

ALL RIGHT NOW. Free
ISLAND EP
EASY, Jimmy Lindsay Island 7 Black Swan 1210
DON'T COST YOU NOTHING, Ashford A Simpson
Warner Bro./ 1210
WHENEVER YOU WANT MY LOVE. Real Tiling

Joe Sample
ar
X
War
GALAXY.

MCA/LP/03121n
Virgin
JUST ONE MORE NIGHT, Yellow Dog
I LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING GLASS,
Radar
Nick Lowe
71C
FUNK REACTION, Lonnie Smith
33
'i1C LP
el DANCE WITH eCE, Peter Brown
UA
30
WE, Brass Construction
48

ON BROADWAY.

/2 e0
43

20

14

42

George BensonWerner

700 HOT TA TROT /

Bro./121n

ZOOM,

Commodores

51

Motown/12in
THE BOTTLE / BELLOW SUNDAY! HELLO
Arista 121n
ROAD!. Gil Scott -Heron
EMI
Kate
Bush
WITHERING HEIGHTS,
SO
SHAME. Evelyn 'Champagne' King US RACISM
Motown
50
MY GUY, Mary Wells
Island/12in
72 KU KLUX KLAN, Steel Pulse
Kudu LP
H SAUSALITO, Grover Washington Jr
D CAN YOU GET IT /FUNKY MONKEY,
39 YOU'RE SO RIGHT FOR ME, Eastslde

52

56

45
44
47

46
40

49

-

AriMandl

53

50

I

53

88

A

55

50

5e

-

57

Creole/12110
Connection
SRO' DIG DANCIN'. Inner City Express
Ebony/121n
LOVE MUSIC / LOVE TRAIN, O'Jaya Phil lot

II,
DANCE FANTASY / WARP FACTOR1210
US Atlantic
Montana
Boogie
DANCE LITTLE DREAMER, Bionic Polydor
UA
BAKER STREET, Gerry Rafferty
RCA
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS, Meco
MUSIC HARMONY AND RHYTHM. Brooklyn

58

53
63

58

52

YOUR LOVE IS SO GOOD FOR ME, Diana Rose
Motown LP/US promo 12th

60

14

LICT61

43

YOU9 LIKE

62
03
64
65

6e
07
88
68

70

RCA/promo 12ón

Dream.

Connection

SOMEHAVE

FUN,

Pr WE LOVE IT MSoutroad
1210
US Mahogany

US PolRISKY CHANGES. Bionic Boogle
ydor/121n/LP
Epic
Cerra
Raftedla
AGAIN.
IT
70 DOLT DO
/
TOO MUCH TOO LITTLE TOO LATE
54
EMOTIONS. Mattel. & WIIILrtu
/LP
DJMCBS
57 DISCO LOVE BITE. Tee C ees
US De-Lte LP
78 KIIAWATT IN VASION, Kay Gee.
OTO
30
THE GROOVE LINE, Hembree,
el IF YOU FEEL LIKE DANCIN'. AA Hudson
RSO LP/promo EP
es NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees
67
LET ME PARTY WITH YOU. Bunny Suer
45

Salsou/1210

Saturday
night
fizzle

AMERICA'S BLOCK BUSTING

i

.

1

the moaners lust why he
deserves all the attention

'Saturday Night
Is In danger
being over - sold here to
ofpublic who won't enjoy it
A slice of We In the raw
(with the language and
actions to match), It'll
obviously appeal to the
disco crowd here
but the
ballyhoo surrounding it.

Fever' movie

he gets on this page. Catch

II If you can!

As for 'Saturday Plight
Fever', don't bother If

you've already seen 'Mean
Street') Strange, actually,

-

that nobody from the disco
world here w
Invited to
the premlere
don't

...

premiere last week might
make mums and dads think
It's (or them too. It's not!

want
ant to reach the
grass roots level?

METROPOIJS'3 Love

York' (US Saloom)
lurks Obi. Brown
JCamberley Frenchles).
ohnnie Walker (For.
nborough Dicks) Bob
Jones (Chelm.ford Dee
Jay.), Tom Holland (Ilford
which Isn't
Lacy lady
Closing, Just shuts at
midnight)
Miehele
'Disco Dance' (US West
End Illn rends) raps Greg
New

Yin)

-

Gregory (Solo Sundown).

Gary London (Soho
Bangs), Robin Nash

(Camberley Frenchles)
Reset Dewy 'love
Music' (RCA) don
cope
Sammy DeHavilland (BU.

le.ley), Alan Donald
(Rothesay Royal)

.

.

.

Jolly Wes '(lsescleea Mae'
(Maamtm) reggae Ora ham Gold (Greenford

Champar.), Capuchino
(Redhlll Buabye) .
George K Reed 'lave Me'
(Private Stock) hustles
Herb's Stylus (Bromley Bow Duke Of
By
.

.

Wellington), Toni Wilson
(Edinburgh Rutland)..,
Just married, Greg

both

Davies

(Watford New
Penny) and Roger Stanton

(Barry Hotline) plek

Frederick Knight 'I've
lonely For So Zang'

Been

(alas)!

Lamont

Dozier 'Roots'

1W

Bros) digs Dave Summon
(Preston Scamps), Steve
Day (Chingfordl . .

`Yte u.'

(Ellett

pope Pete Hallett
(Petersfieldl, Mark
(Swansea Onde.

relies)

.

.

.

Tommy

Seebeck Rand 'Apache

12ín) shadows Rob

Har-

knell (Harlow (Whey
Vintners), Niels Bark
(langaa, Denmark)
John Paul Young 'lave le

la Ilse Alr' (Arista) pulls
Peter Gore (Southampton
Toots), Phil Blehop (Gold-

ers Green Great

...

Ex-

Andrew
pectations)
Odd «Never Let Her Slip
Away' (Asylum) hits Sans

Harvey (Harwleh Diva
100), Keith Black (War

wick)

.

-

Reviewed elsewhere, the
less than seneotional movie

centres on

a

rather

ordinary neighbourhood

disco In Brooklyn (rather
like a Blydsnest here), and
In fact the lavish 150,000
party after the premiere at
speciallya tatted - up
Sundown
as a lot more

6Q000 into

glamorous, New York

disco 'like.. end fun!
However, the fever's

already spreading

here(the Bee Gees' Night

Fever' LP track

Is

unaccountably huge In
South Wales this week!),
with newspapers and TV
shows all looking franUcal1y for an
English
equivalent to the disco
scene Ir the film.

%

ITV viewers at lunchtime

this Sunday (2) can see the
London Weekend Shows'.

15,000 will go:

FAST! If you're one of the 60,000 ór so D.J.s in the U.K.
you'd better get a move on. Only 15,00012" copies of each'
of-these singles are available.

Investigation of the Brltlsh
funky underground', with

Janet Street . Porter
talking to disco person
althes and Chris Bill
((limed at Camberley
Frenchles) proving to all

DISCO
DATES
Wednesday (20)

GlE

11

1,15SNpRSA

Kid
Jensen's Tea Council
Young DJ competition hits
Bracknell's Wednesday;
Thursday (30) Jimmy
James plays Norwich
Cromwells, nd Ilford

eNt1,Ox

g11

IX 1'.

1Fu11i-5-d1K-

-09

TUfanys Castle. back to the
sixties for
night of
nostalgia; Friday (Si) Jim
Kool's weekly over - 18 gig
packs Clanfleld Village
Hall; Saturday (1) Hackney Hospital Radio has

sponsored cycle race.

disco and side shows from
10 to 3pm at Eastw ay Cycle
Track, and the Imperials
play Southgate Royalty;

Sunday (2) 'Fat Man'
Graham Canter funks
Camberley Frenchies,
Steve Allen'. funky weekly
at Peterborough Lime

Tree, as le Robert Smith at
Fen wick Kiwi Lodge in
Ayrshire; Tuesday (4)
Slade
really!
play
Southgate Royalty. Terry

-

-

0

Prince funks Flnchley

Road's Les Elites (near the
tube) most nights, and
Terry Emm does Dun-

Two superb 12" singles and two great collectors' items.
But hurry as both 7 singles have different B Sides.

stable'. Halfway House
with live groups on
Sunday. and

divorced,

separated and singles on
Mondays.

A

toyA

MCA R=
-CORDS

i

.

\ ttid

-.
THEY'RE FRENCH AND FUNKY

/

'Robblrsnl' (Danish EMI

1#9

.'

A
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_ti3cobeene
CALBARRIE

89 SCOTFORTH ROAD, LANCASTER

-

+

£1.44 VAT or £35.00 for two

ÓSOe

,

HANDYMAN
STORE
273 SfavrYndee Rd,

Mr, De4r,

West Mldhnd..

100w Flared Base Cabinets
£90 + VAT
Unit 20
Upper Can Mills, Liversedge, W. Yorks

Loudspeaker chassis,
Shure microphones,
end ell Loudspeaker
cabinets. Loaded or
unloaded
Stockists on all major
disco products +
accessories
Mail Order + H.P.

9'THE FRIARS
CANTERBURY, KENT

Tel: Cleckheaton 870649

Available
New + S/Hand Disco
Records

SATURDAY APRIL 1st

BABY 100

48/49 Cowick St.,
St. Thomas,

.

PROJECTORS

EFFECTS

Phone or can in and
see us at

We present

11ee,

H.M.D. SOUND SYSTEMS

are always
competitive)
Reductions on

Tel. 10227) 60948

complete with effects wheel...
all prices include

Exeter

FARNBOROUGH t

.

Apprp, I500)

The West Country's
Disco Centre
This week's Special
(although our prices

SOCODI MUSIC CENTRE

1

E39.85

VAT

Tel: (0392172480

.DISCO INTERNATIONAL

=-

n75
.. n0ID

PANDORAS BOX

Due to our recent bulk purchase we can now offer the
Fuzz Lights comiere including postage and packing at

£18.00

ryeoeto

inc

WOW 11501
Appro. DWI

A

TEL. 0524 62634

'FUZZ LIGHTS

- Glos. MON/TUE morning.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

AND MOTOWN

.19

513713
VgLE

CASE

SINGLES

UK ONLY

GPM, MONDAY SATURDAY

-`,y

DOVETAILED DISS4
aI n:e. ...Jude vAT
RECORDING
6PDP
dance n PO

LP ISM

88 WELLINGTON STREET, LUTON
TELEPHONE (05821 411733
mile from M1 Junction 10

u

STROBES

MGkC Ur111Ji S

Competitive Prices and Efficient Service

CALBARRIE DISCO CENTRE

.

Pun.

Er

RED, GREEN, AMBER, BLUE

SALES AND
HIRE LTD.

who

r

Agents for

Mail Order, Access, Barclaycard, HP,
Hire, DIY, Part Exchange and
Secondhand Equipment

n Ic

rM beel .elue on

SCREENS INBOW
AUM .n Um eam,Nnee
An your Melar for a -4R rM camel u, OW a tree
AARVAR, 36 RINGSFIELD RD. WATFORD WD1 IPS
heart terms, trade renew. Tel. Wed erd 44807

SOUNDOUT- DISCOSOUND - PULSAR - S.A.I. - PLUTO
OPTIKINETICS - LE MAITRE ATB JINGLES - S.I.S. - FANE
SHURE - AKG POWERDRIVE

off all OPTIKINET1C Products purchased
with a SOLAR 250

coQERSTORE

SeMI

TOIIGNT-M

SOUND

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
TRADE B RETAIL SALES, HIRE, PART EXCHANGE b REPAIR SERVICE
SOUND

All
Lighting
Requirements including
Solar 250 still only
£64.50 + VAT
10%

N

NOUTNr11111C

DISCO CENTRE

V

ALOES

.

n

RECORDS

ser

Come along and chat to the experts on the Record Promotion
and Publicity Side of the Disco Industry between 12-6 this
Saturday
PROMOTIONAL FILM SHOW
SINGLES AND -T-SHIRTS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
Also as usual much more to see and hear at our showroom

CASSETTE 100

complete with cassette
..141.80

-

,Reuma
I"

CITRO ,C

ALDERSHOT, HANTS.
378-380 VALE ROAD, ASHVALE,
4 and next to Ash Vale Station

'tern;::
..,w..

NEW EXCLUSIVE LINES

ONLY FROM ROGER SQUIRE'S

LATEST
DESIGN

BREAK THE PRICE
& SOUND BARRIER

ir

Squire
D100

Mono console slide faders ' autofade

ONLY,

£295

Stereo
console
with autofade

DELTA
LONDON
:OGE5 SQUIRE'S 015£0 CENTRE

176 Junction Road
Tel 01-272 7474
Op.n

Le- Sat

v.;
e'.
0 :*v.;
1S t2

.

ONLY

-_!..

r

N 19

Sr.

BRISTOL
ROOER souses DISCO RCM

125 Church Road Redfield
l ~remand UT/
@O

.

1

.-

Tale, 795154

pq-tao

Tel 0272 550550
Open Tue-Sal

Exclusive to Squire's
100W Bass Driver Ported cab
Xover and Exponential Horn

ROADSTAR stereo disco

fu

many
Splrographtc
Designs
Fully Programmable Lasers 0840

.

Some SnlnldOld

speaks. Slands

C1790
£25 co

Pyrollash

G4750

New stereo disco

Mashes

E59 00

Maverick 150W

18U6Á0

C11900

Spectra Chaser

UM

Anmtaror

.7s'

Rem

`VAT

00

E69 00
E6.75'Chassis

RATE

MANCHESTER

MAIL ORDERS (AND Hal

ROGER SOUIRE'5 DISCO CENTRE
251 Deansgate 3

ROGER

MORE 's MAIL OROERSI.

Barnet Trading Estate,
Park Road, Barnet. Hens.
Tel 061-8317676 rat: ó'ra,:de Tel Ot-4411919,a,-bT:ntáw,,.I
Telee668205 Op.e M on -EN
Open Tae-S,t
Telex 261993

+125%

*R..t,E
E
E

1110r

Discos

Ideal C50

OFF

+ 150w

ONLY £.375
for

Irt

STOP PRESS!!
Now available, the fantastic

WALL -DANCER

ALSO DONT MISS
Fuz4des

Quote

on caMmAILp
BY
C
ORDER

LASER UNIT
Price £583.20 inc VAT
The ultimate in sound to light projected

effects

All woes
AAdT EXTRA
d 87k

Ask your local dealer about all the
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS
or send' 15p for catalogue

PROJECT ELECTRONICS LTD.

nskl

1-S THE GROVE, EAUNG, LONDON W5 SDK

NAME
ADDRESS

Tel. 01.567.0757

Poenorrnveen m
ROGER SQUIRE

.

UQUIDATOR 250..5113.40
II

inc Dolby Cassette 150W+ 150W &
also includes 3ch Lite Controller

.DixOSOUnd MERCURY

i.e.

UQUIDATOR 10Ó...t90.72

Tfe -

.: b

B

t

GO

pmEl---___°o

£179

Pb

e

£550

ONLY

Tubs..

/

spe,e o.n rlao e,e r., ,n

;A

5O W.

"IS

SqUí,,e,?
olio at Rogar

a
a

aó
_

.1., reduction* en

mins. from M3 junction
We are open between 10 am to 6 pm Monday to Saturday. Closed on Tuesdays
10

a

2

Barron. Cents

En55va

TRADE

te

Expon Enquiries Welcome

Record Mirror, Apnl

- SOUNDS
INCREDIBLE.
SOUNDS

For Sole

-

BOWIE,
Pistol'. Quo, Stew art.
Abbe. Fonzie, Wings.
MIRRORS

Genesis, Stance, Beatles,
Presley. Eastwood, Yee

-

9KIa. a Tin: t1.20,
P.O. a/Cheques Roldrtng.
14 Church Road, London.
tall 6AR.

AMERICAN COM-

-

./FRcLILCRO cassette
only (1.00: Keytape,
P.O. Box 3, Tamworth,
B7T-SDR.

COLOUR ROCK

-

FLEETWOODS, ELP.
EAGLES. Also Black,
more, Purple, Queen,
Genesis, Floyd,

Bowie,
Lizzy, Stewart. 10cc.
Ronstadt, Wings. Stones,

Black Sabbath, Led Zep,
Bowie, LizzY, Pistols,
Jam. Rosy, Quo, Boom.

Ferry. Harley, SANS.

Patti, Tull, Who, and

many more. SEND
for free cataS. A. E.
logue. and proofs listing

your Interests to Diek
Wallis, Photography, 159
Hamilton Road, London
SE279DW.
GLITTER / R. STONE

box

DAVID CASSIDY

fan

magazines nos: 5, 8, 15,

plus
- -"Tomorrow"
Anita. 3
Lambeth Walk, Stamford.

73,

27, 52,

25,

35,

single

V.G.C.

Lams.
JOHN MILES 1978 tour
bk w 8 x 30 pictures, five
for L2 plus top p&e

1

Duncan McConnell, 1,\
Emherdale Road. Stockton, Cleveland.
BAY CITY ROLLER
Photos S.A.E. for details
Heather 5 Main Street.
Stanton By Dale: Ilkeston, Derbys.
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS

T-SHIRTS containing
genuine UFO informa Ion. Also "UFO" "Sex
Pistols" "Crabs", TOP
cotton silk:
screen printed T
Shirts. Black or white
SML. U. 25 including
postage. Sweat shirts
15.50. Mall order from
Tiger T Shirts. 10
Dryden Chambers, 119
Oxford Street, London
W1R TPA. Satisfaction or
QUALITY

-

refund.
MARCK BOLAN
colour slides for
plus 90p p&p
P.O.'s to J. C.
Box No. 1507.

BADGES:

set o;10

town Rats, Rush, Clash,
Costello, Ramones, Runaways, Iggy, Gen X. de
Ville, !Moodie, Robinson
Band, Damned, Queen,
Yes, Nazareth, Darts,
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Tubes,

ICURAMUM2: Hawk wind, Wings, Deep

Purple, Who, I Am The
Boss, Beatles, Punk
,Rules, Pirates, Sad Cafe,
Pink Floyd, Rod Stewart,
10cc, Judas Priest,
Giltrap, I'm With This
Idiot, Abba, Hendrix,
ELP, Save It
For Me,
Osibisa. Burning Spear,
Free
All Right Now,

McCartney,

-

OGWT,

Eagles, Bob Marley. Bee
Gees, I Want Girls,
Motors, Cheek to Cheek,
Drones, Steel Pulse
Strawbs, Be -Bop de Luxe,
Budgie, Freddie Mercury
(Queen), Bogart. Dolly
Parton, Dr Feelgodd,
Urlah Beep, Squeeze,

Peter Gabriel, British

/

Lions, Slaughter

Dogs,

Jethro Tull, Northern
Super Soul.

If You Had It

--

Smile,
Bowie,
Suffragettecity
Zal, ¢Wy Joel, Bread,
Photo
Crystal Gale.
Souvenirs, 23 Leicester
Road, Fallsworth, Manchester (Trade Enquiries
SAE).

Last Night

Wanted
BLONDIE PICTURES

photos cuttings. Your
cheques price paid. Box No. 1499.
Photos, DAVE ESSEX pictures,
programmes, cuttings,
T. REX, photos, anything Box No.
only

L5

Bowie, Beatles. Cooper,

Whistle Teat, Peanuts,
Prisoner (No 1.2,8) Star -

Trek, Pistols, Stewart.
Buddy Holly. 35p each 2441, 10.12, S.A.E.
P.O. Box 6 Wallasey,
Merseyside.
ABBA OONCERT photos.
set of eight 7 x 6 exciting
photos of Abbe, only C2 +
25p p&p. Money refunded
if not satisfied
Send to
Ivan long, 22 Sparrows,
Herne, Bushey, Herts.
BADGES, 88 different,
hlUuding Pistols (5), Quo
(4), Stranglers (2), Queen
(4), Boomtown, Rush (3),
Skynrd 2),
Sabbath (2), Ze pe. lin.
6Op,

-

lop post free.

Also
Scarves, Sew-ons, programmes.
SAE for
brochure, Badge Co, 59,
Piccadilly, Manchester.
PUNK T-SHIRTS, "de-

-

stroy," "Filth", "Ad.

Verla," "Clash," "XT'C."
"Squeeze," small, meSlum, large, L2 plus 26p
p&p.
Stuart Reynolds,
SeA Thornhill Road,

-

Rastrlck, Brighouse,
Yorkshire,

O'Hehtr, 1
Co Wicklow, Ireland.
GIANT BADGES, bigger.
betta Pin-ups only LI for
any live (plus SAE) or
25p each plus SAE: Ian
Dury. Eddie / Rods,
Rainbow. Pleasers, Elvis
Presley, Htüage, XTC,
Starsky & Hutch, Buz-

Genesis, I'm Poison,

Manzanera, ELD, Essex.

/

-

each.
Rosalyn, Bray,

L1

Wishbone Ash, Magazine,
Slits, Bad Co, Kiss.
Smok le, Sham 89, Stouxie,
Dylan, Motorhead, AC /
DC, Adverts, Good In Bed
Award, National Sex
Week, Love Positions,
Zodiac, Vibrators, Prisoner. It Pays To Be Thick,

BLEY, GABRIEL, NEW
KISS, NEW ZEPPELIN.

Box 1501.

poses.

zcocks, Blue Oyster,

PHOTO'S NOW AVAILSTATUS QUO,
ABLE
TUBES. YES AT WEM-

photos S. A. E.

Zep, L1.20 Inc p&p.
Mask.s Studio, 30 Pland
Street, Ant-oats, Man cheater 4,
CUFF RICHARD colour
Gospel concert photos in
folders 7ln x 51n, five

COLOUR POSTERS 26 x
18, hand screened, Wilko,
Beefheart, Ramones, Dy{an, Bowie. Marley, Led

1500.

Special Notice
DAVE HILL of Slade.
Happy birthday 'KoJak'
Your great. Good luck
with Slnele Boise. Mike

Mobile Discos
CYCLOTRON ROAD-

SHOW.

The

South's

804 3108.

- 804 5108.
- 804 3101.
SOUNDS

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

MAX GLEAN MOBILE

- 8392816.
EDINBURGH'S BEST
tree, best value. - Davy,
031-338 3432.
STEVE DAY. - 01.524
DISCO.

4976.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

- 804 3108.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 804 1108.

Also;

12 HA

(I) CHUM

..S naaMllneenel.

Jingles (Including

-

899 4010.

Tel.

"DISCOTHEQUES.
01.985 0542.

GRAFFITI DISCO.
302 0542.

"

-

-

able now. -647 9810.
CATCH MY SOUL.

Nick Miller,

847

phone now.

Personal Tuition

IN

- Studio
40E Arley Hill, Bristol
courses. SAE

(sae),

80

- Details
Sneyd Hall

MED WOWS
STATUS QUO
Se Ra16

BANDS

WRIST

pie.
Geneelt,

QUEEN

E2

10

MARC BOLAN

Pbtole, Statue Ova, Balm,
Rasce lee. Hendrix, 011ria.
Add

POSISIM

So

Set No

2

four Glossy 10.1
I/W Photo.
Debb,e (Blonde)
E2.95 Intl ply

22 MOOR STRUT
4

1.111K

GIANT ANGIE L1.18

GIANT BAR E1.15

[6.95 Ind PM

CARDS & POSTERS
BIRMINGHAM

.

1.8.5111110

ur

or

/1117

Glatly B/W 10,8

NEW

*

QINT EASTWOOD ACTION
8185813 - 800051001

NUR

WEER
C1

10

ABRA

mch

-

THE WHO

reductions for the manufacture of records and
sleeves. Fast, reliable
service for quantlUes of
100 to 100,000. Ring 01.908

Situations Vacant

quired by
compan.

EI.10

Blondie, Sabbath, Rita, Tee,
See
Ouaen,
lepp.11n,

announce new price
HOMEWORKERS LIST.
20p S.A.E. 'EDWA, 38
Croft Drive, Wigston,
Leicester.
LYRIC WRITERS re-

lash

I

PIN

TN ESUNAwAYS

Run.WITi,

smere Close, Camberley,
Surrey.
ELLIE JAY RECORDS

-

"ACTION REPLAY."
/ 01-2288.

r

-1-41%!

(Male elm) 70p Ind

PROFESSIONAL COM
POSER needs lyrics
S.A.E. details, 12 Daw-

1

P/P

LEATHER

Musical Services

NEW ANGELS E1.10

81W OLIVIA C),IO

incl.

ON

G,

6.

-

01-874 2585

ELIO

WAGNER

k
1

GUITAR POSTAL

9830,

'

1111

5sp
each

01-

-

S.ACRE BLUE.
Nick
Miller's soul party avail-

LADD EI.10

comPiel.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

DAVE JANSEN.

e

/

countdownl (650 an.e.tte

- 804 3108.

2735.

lyrics
-AND
Details of
offer from New

POEMS
'wanted.

recording

Road, Bloxwich, Stafford-

shire.

special
Horizon,

Publications

Dept.

RM, 5,
Victoria Drive, Bognor
Regis.
SONGWRITERS MAGA-

(RM), Limerick, Ireland.
WRITERS, TURN lyrics

XS RULES

into songs, songs into
cash.
Details HCM,

-

Cassettes
FREE TAPE lending
club over 2,100 titles,,

Leeber Music,
WC1V 8XX.

London,

address next week.

Fan Clubs

Situations Wañted

BING CROSBY 'Club

MIKE DALLENOER'8
Harlequin Roadshow.
Working D.J. seeks two
week working vacation
also available for mobile
work on South Coast. 0202
888937 or write 1 Gordon
Wlmborne, Dorset.

Disco Equipment

For Hire
TRIPLE CROWN PROMOTIONS
THE MERRY MERCHANDISERS!

,

ZINE, free from:International Songwriters' Association

-

details. Free photos.
SAE: Bing Crosby Photo
Club, 32 Ferndale Avenue, Wallsend, Tyne and

Wear.
BOLAN'S NAME music
and legend lives on with
T. Rex Appreciation

for
-plusSAE
SAE for

Society.

details or E1
a year's membership, to:
148 Wennington ,Road,

ATTENTION GLASGOW
disco's Equipment hire
al reasonable rates.
Panache, 041-847 5150.

.

DISCO EQUIPMENT.

PA

systems,

light units,

-

sound

to

GI'srl'A GRIP ON YOURSELF

rasonable

rates.
Newham Audio
Services, 01-534.1084.

...WITH A 'TRIPLE CROWN'

GIRL23, wants to write to
guys, In the Forces
R. A. F. Navy, Army,
Royal Marines, even the
Police Force, all letters
answered. Please write to
Denise, Clark, Motygldo,
Llanarth, Dyfed, Wales.

Songwriting

OR SWEATSHIRT

T-SHIRT

Pen friends

your pick el our OFFICIAL
Tehrns endsweater*. - THE
STRANGLERS. 999. WILKO JOHN
SON THE PIRATES. ILRAY SPECS,
Terre

BAND, X.T.C.

-

HOPE
ALSO e,cul Bowed ollr,
V ANCHOR "FRONT ROW PESTS
kls
sW
end
VALE'
Mores, IM ebo.e MnLk -

T''F

PANY needs lyrics for

-

BLACK PRINCE super light control units. 5Th, Club.
SAE to Mick
North Highland, Hollychase and blink functions, Barnard, 38 Gauden
wood, California,, 90028
[38.80, STL 5:27, guaran- Road, London SW14.
USA.
01.693 3430,'
teed.
brochure.
WANTED: ALL good,
secondhand disco equipment including lights,
records, always plenty of
RADIO AUDITION TAPES -RADIO COURSES
secondhand equipment
COMPREHENSIVE JINGLES SERVICEACCAPELLAS
available. Buying selling'
55Charlbert
St,London,NW8 61N. Te1.01-722 8111.
Iver
Phone
of,plx.
(Bucks) 654452. any time.

-

SMALL, MEDIUM

c200, $WEATSHIRTS

TSHIRTS

HOLLYWOOD COM-

Iv"

THE SAINTS, THE TOM ROBINSON

S,+c, .wlleble.end LARGE

'

Southport, Merseyside. new songs. All types
PR97AF. Tanx!
wanted. Free details,
PHILIP RANBOW Fan Musical Services, 1305/R,

,d

as

[4 .80 (Plus

SDP potmeo and oar Mfg
orr hem ordered'

cnesys

and

r,o:s p,rbI. ter-

TRIPLE
CROWN PROMOTIONS
110/112 Mused. Road. londonS W I S

'

.

-

Rogar ;quire Studio,

-

- order form

SMALLS

I'

Rotes and Conditions
the head,n,F
FAN CLUBS. PEN FRIENDS. SITUATIONS VACANT.
pECORDS FOk SALE IRs,KUMENTS FOR SALE
SOUND EQUIPMENT.
and other private anrounemnmu Sp per word

Urde, ms 500605.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
RECORDING
And

PERSONAL

O. trade announcements

After ton,
e11 Waal.

&

11/0e

Our

'-damp rsNrn or reer-&Ann

(r

sorry GROUP'S NAME
ROW FESTIVAL' r,d
GROUP'S NAME(. SIZE.nd GUAM

"FRONT

TRY. 000'r

RETURN

ADOR ESS and On w
deshwy.

ee ka ha.

GUARANTEED NOT TO
FALL APART EVEN IN
MOST
VIOLENT
THE
SIT UATIONI I

-

advertisement rates
1

for.

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading

Ensertionlal crimmencing.ssued dated
I enclose a cheque/postal order for

UM.

...

-

-

-

to cover the cost made payable to RECORD

MIRROR
'ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PRE -PAID

TUITION.

top De, word

60X NUMBERS

Basildon

EB29y

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

726881.

-

wpm your

- 804 3108.INCREDIBLE.
- 804 5108.

I

.

M.Oelr. Grove, Woodford
Green Ems, 01 505 5271 Won't

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE-

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS
under any Mad,n9 109 per wad

showi.

'POSTERS

' plc

the

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

- 804 3108.

29

with.

- 804 3108.

professional discotheque
service.
072276 250 for
brochure.
MIKE PETERS Road-

-

rot ...lunnl

,
voiced
Th1s..
plan the Ant rou.Ic In town.
Musk Imo the night
you
In
terror
beck
tlmar A
super ha sound f root
of the week.
.how at the
top. Goodbye home until
enother de,
staye One Produatlon., rJ

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

and Linda Elsin,

-

yy

p.non.11.ed jingles. e., el e
Jingles whh you. d,,cc/DJ

3108.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

-

I

s.,lee

INCREDIBLE.

1304

Scotland.
MARC BOLAN Boogie In

peace, John Brooks,
Mansfield.
TANX for the
MARC
beautiful card, I love you.
Kim x.

PENTHOUSE PRESENTS

804 3108.

-

1. 1978
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rat.
BOLO higa,!, p

, wa

1

Allow Iwo words ohn oar eewee ,ee
SEMI DISPLAY ea,emsnq
se per smgl. column old,

a

I

Name_

SERIES DISCOUNTS

5% for 61rnvtan
Ts Ito IT .,Nona.

Address

10% No 26
121 Ito 52

Name and address when included in adverr must be paid fort
'Send completed form tot Small Ads Dept. H. RECORD MIRROR.
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ROBIN SMITH talks to members
of Judas Priest and Budgie
about their enduring popularity
in the face of growing competition
from new music

AMAZING INNIT?
Here we all are

DEAR

being told how
absolutely marvellous new wave
and power pop are,

DAN
IN NOT more than six hundred words I

must answer the following two questions:
(a) Why is Dan Hill

so boring? Illustrate your
with labelled diagrams or photographs.
(b) How did I get lumbered with this interview?
Let's take la) first. One has to put this question
subtly, tactfully.

r nswer

Dan, why are you so boring?
well that's the first time I've ever encountered
anybody saying that about my work," says an
astonished Dan.
He takes his shoes off. (Must be the shock.) He
gazes at me reproachfully out of cow brown eyes.
"Ah think you've gotta realise that the scene in
Canada Is totally different from the States and
Britain," he points out.

Rebellion
"For a start we don't have the same social
problems. There's no way a punk rebellion could
ever start there. In Canada people are really Into
my kind of music. Soft ballads, romantic lyrics. It
kinds reflects the easy going pace of life over
there."

We move on to the single.

Dan leans conspiratorially across my lap. "You
don't know what It means to me to have a hit over
here." he whispers. "It's so difficult to be successful
in Britain. When my albums first started selling In
the States I was overwhelmed but I really never
thought I'd ever crack the market here. "
"Do you know what I like to do best when I'm not
making music?"
He stabs me to the chest with his finger.
"Well. I like to run by myself for five miles or so
every day, just to keep my mind and body in tune."
(Dan is 23.) "I also find it very relaxing just to sit
with my family and talk.

Problems
"I've

solved a lot of problems that way because

we're very close.
Dan's even written a song about his parents he
dealing
has a black father and a white mother
with the problems they faced when they decided to
set up home together,
So In lumberjack land, he's a big hero. He writes
songs about love, life, and personal experiences, of
course...To me he's just another diluted Eagle,
another Canada Dry export
And now for quesUon (b I.
I was just lucky, I guess.

- -

MARY ANN ELLIS

while all the time
heavy metal is still
pulling in the thousands. Heavy metal
doesn't fade away it
just_ endures; a

hugely successful
amalgam of tribal
dance and modern
technology.

RobHalford ofudasPriest' Brum means hesvy-

Let us turn first to
Judas Priest, a band
following In the traditions

(get that through your hevd!)

of Brum rock that
nurtured greats like

Black Sabbath and Led
Zeppelin. Priest are
currently touring the

States again where

they've previously

opened for the likes of Ted

Nugent.
Rob Halford, Priest's
lead singer
he was
formerly a manager of a
menswear shop
' believes Birmingham has
helped mould the group's
sound.

-

-

"Just as a painter Is
inspired by the countryside or clear skies so
you're influenced by all
the industry around you If
you're born in Birmingham." he says.
"The music is heavy
because It's a heavy city
to live in. The name
Judas Priest was chosen
because it signifies the

Head bangers
and dynamic. I don't like
people comparing us with
Zeppelin or Deep Purple
we have our own skills.
The Comparisons have
come full circle now, I
read a review the other
week comparing someone
to mt.'

,

struggle of good over evil.

trying to get a
message across, but
we're not making a
blatant statement in the
lyrics. We hope we can
suggest- things and

the
audience will work them
out and appreciate them.
But of course we're there

for entertainment.
There's no good in coming
on stage and just
whimpering.

whether you're strong or
weak. If you're weak then
they'll tear you apart, if
you're strong then they'll
be with you sharing in the
visual experience. You

can make or break
yourself on the first song,
If you don't haye impact
then you may as well give
up

Right on, as we used to
say. But why do Judas
Priest have such a large

audience. Surely

.I

abit

the new

9
.4

i

le front

Looking

We are

"An audience is like an
animal, it can sense

while you ca

In America

riff

music faded years ago?
"There's a great need
for us," continues Rob.
"The trouble today is that
so many people are being
told what they should
like. The press has
created a false Impression of what is copular.
You can put punk bands
on the front page but
when it comes down to it,
it's up to the individual to
decide what he wants and
that's why people come
and see us.
"We care a lot and that
shows both off stage and
on. Nobody has ever
thrown a beer can at us.
even back in the early

days.

I

think they

Priest

found themselves playing,
to audiences of 80,000 or
more.
"The applause and the
feeling is so great that It's
like walking Into a solid
force," 'says Rob.

appreciate we are unique Budgie- Heavy, yes, but good?

/

around at

Judas Priest gigs It seems
that the audience 1s 90 per
cent male.
"That's true, we turn
out very sexual and

aggressive music.

If

changes to our music pile
up. Alright. so we're a
heavy hand but we don't
go around knocking our
heads against the stage.
I'm nipping blitzed when

come off after a
performance. That's the
effect that a good concert
Yes this can be should have. We give
frustrating if there are no everything
you've
girls around. No, I don't got to give people value
find myself getting for money."
"We reckon that If
aroused on stage.
"Girls areñ't into being people conic to see you
jostled In a crowd, they ,then there should be a
like to go to discos and good light show. Most of
listen to soul. You can't what we've made has
come to one of our giga been ploughed back into
the act," Bays Steve
with your best frock on. "
And now for a real Williams.
tweet, over to Budgie,
Budgie have done a lot
heroes of South Wales of recording at Rockfield
headbanger rock. They but for 'lmpeckable' the
seem to have been going latest in a line of
for decades, unsung cunningly titled albums
heroes but always there they used a converted
with a crowd or two. Take schoolhouse in Toronto.
the hysteria at the
"We'd like to do a live
Hammersmith Odeon.
album for the future but It
"In Budgie It's like wouldn't be just a
working at your hobby recording of the on stage
and being paid for it," event. I'm sure the fans
says Burke Shelley bass must wonder what the
guitarist. "We get an band talks about before a
average working wage gig and what they say
which isn't all that much, afterwards. We'd like to
but we're happy,
make it a sort of
"We can communicate documentary live album,
with people
we're not with microphones In the
pretentious. I go on stage dressing room.
What then. sympho
without being self Conscious about whether rock?
"No we're just Budgie.
the audience are going to
like us or not. We just People tend to analyse
music too much. We have
play, and play well.
"It's been a long a lot of fun and so do the
struggle but at the same kids it's as simple as that.
time ft's meant that we're We've had some difficulty
not overnight wonders. with Cardiff Council.
there's only one way to They seem to think that
kids are going to move
that
gelo pe
out on th road for a Into a place and tear it
to
but Budgie fans are
up
apart
built
We've
long lime.rience
a follogexwing because we'reIs well behaved. I even saw
a
couple
Our
making love In
people.
very natural
fans follow us for miles. Liverpool. Liverpool audare
very honest, U
iences
hafans
aof
You see
at gigs you've played a bad gig
following
of
their
they'll
tell you to
many
then
know
F
and
first names. " Budgie's your face."
Fine, but Isn't
sluff like all the rest. A
collection of headbanging
you're in the audience you
could quite easily find
yourself getting aroused.

-

riffs.-rhatS

predjudlce by
to our
people not listening
says Burke,
musle,'every
album the
"ARer

I
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GRIMSBY LADr18, quiet
and friendly seeks sincere
girl for steady genuine
friendship. Any age, any,
colour, anywhere. All
Box
letters answered.

Personal

71

- ex RAF
quiet, genuine.

OUNG MAN
23,

Interests:

pop,

cinema,

TV etc, Countryside.
Seeks quiet ordinary girl

GUYS WHO attend Jams

for friendship
evenings out. Photo
appreciated mine by

Club, gig please
write. Because Swedish
fan
boyfriend. London only.

18-22

100

girl wants Jam

return. Birmingham

-

area.
Box No, 1504.
SHY YOUNG man (18).
likes films would like to
meet pretty girl with

similar interest for
friendship. - Write 4
Eastleigh Road.

Peterborough PEI 5JQ.
NORTHAMPTON GUY,
30, seeks girl, 17-28. for
genuine friendship living
anywhere.
Brian, 50
Avon Drive, North-

-

ampton NN5 7HZ.
MALE, 20. seeks girlfriend, 18 to 21. South
London area. With view
to lasting friendship,
interests Pub's, Music,
Cinema. Box No. 149e.

-

No. 1502.

- Box No.

1503

PENFRIEND MAGA-

-

-

No. 1485.

Menuae

Wolin,

a ea

Europe'

I+rx-i nüx mere/al/4J
rduhle

wrws for

...loneWu

Deck
ovr

sil .,.,.
Send lur free
and

drub

Do41im Dept (pM)
13

,

Abmedon Rood, London
Tel. 01.937 6103

II

..:r

-

DOVF,LINC PARTNER
catalogue. Select your
partners and pen friends.
For free
samples, photos, SAE
Ale. PO Box 100,
Haywards Heath, Susown

-

-

-

UNUSUAL PEN -

London, SE15 5NP. You

won't regret it!

FRIENDS, EXCITING,

DIFFERENT! Highly
comprehensive services
available, Continental

-

UM

f,nJ 1nand.Tiip:7íw

and thoughtfulness. Details free.
Stamp to
Jane Scott, 3 / RM. North
Street, Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex BN1 3GS.

ZINE for all age groups.
Only 50p fortnightly (pay sex.
after receiving 8).
Write: Leisure Times GIR1.S PARTICULARLY
(RN38); Chorley. Lancs.
wanted, but everyone's
welcome to use this new.
PEN PAL wanted, non-profit making contact
interested in slapstick service!
For free
comedy and circus details just send to Dept
Box 11M, 20 Denham Road,
entertainment.

and other departments
For brochure and saw
II(Ms), PO Box 54,
YOUNG MAN seeks Ruebv: Warwickshire.
secluded place to work.
live anything considered
HOW TO GET GIRLFRIENDS, what to say,
Box No. 1505.
how to overcome shyness,
how to date any girl you
SAE for FREE
uter Daung
fancy.

-

JANE SCOTT for genuine
friends, introductions opposite sex, with sincerity

details

- Dept

RM,

38

Abbeydale. Winter bourne, Bristol.

END LONELINESS.
friendship agency for

over 18s, all areas. Free
brochure on request.
no
Obligation,
Somerset Villa, Harro83525.
gate. Tel. 0423
anytime.

GAY
SWITCHBOARD

01437-7324
Inlon

ertion

homosexual

help for
man
and

and

omen by homosexual.,
N Noun

GENUINE NICE guy. Ill
BIn, 25. seeks sincere
girlfriends to be with

anywhere.

- Richard.
Avenue, Da-

Lodge
genham, Essex.
417

FREE A C C O MMOD.ATION for female,
any age. In exchange
cooking and sewing for
one man. I Disco operator
49). "Dalmenty", Bourne
End, Bucks. Tel: 24849

LAD,

17,

penpals.

teenage
-wants
Box No.
1506.

Records For Sale

-

set.

ROCK COLLECTION,
Elvis Collection, 117 a
box, cash with order.
18 Pewitt Hill, Bursledone

-

CLIVE'S RECORD
FINDING SERVICE

specialists in Obtaining
those difficult to get
records. Thousands of
golden oldies in stock.
SAE stating requirements, 192 Broomfield
Road, Chelmsford, Es-

-

sex.

/

DONNY
Le's and singles, very
good condition.

for list,

to

COMPLETE DISCO collection, 800 singles, 80
LP's, two singles cases,
-two LP cases, fitted
locking catches,
HALF PRICE cassettes. handles,
out of date by three
Latest releasesSAE months only, snip price
for list to R. N. Crawford, 1250.
03708 5451. Essex.
16 Target Close. Bedfont,
Middlesex.
EX DISCO selling up rare
TAMLA MOTOWN sin- and popular,
SAE for
gles, 18p each! 1.000s of lists, 9 Hyacinth Court,
oldies, deletes, imports. Springfield, Essex.
Reggae, R&R Soul, Rock,
full catalogue 2 x lop coin
SECONDHAND singles
or 'big' SAE
Hot Wax
Records, 21 Claremont for sale. fully guaranteed
Road, Morecambe, from 15p each, thousands
in stock.
Send 20p for
Lanes.
lists to Dave Banks, 223

WADDYWADDV Red

Star Parry 18 Circular
Road, Manchester 20.

-

LARGE SELECTION ex juke box records. SAE
47 Chelmsford
list
Street, Weymouth. Dori

OSMONDS

AUTOGRAPHED 8H0-

-

SAE
Caroline. 2

North Couless Road,
London E17.

THOUSANDS SECONDHAND records, all types.
Send 15p for Amazing
April list. Stop look and
Hayle, Cornlisten.
walL (Overseas custom3
International
send
ers
reply coupons I.

-

-

-

-

Willlamthorpe Road:

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS SECTION

RING

01-8361522
BOWIE: Lets Spend The
Night. Stones; Heartbreaker, Zeppelin: The

Crunge. Offers or swap
Junior Murvin Police and
thieves to John. 8 Rodney

Street, Grangemouth.
Stirltngshlre, Scotland
limited
121n SINGLES,

wholesale and
SAE lists, P 0
Wallasey, Mersey-

editions,

retail.
box
side

5,

-

MARC BOLAN singles,
albums, sale Imports.
rarities, send SAE for
lists Offers closes 8th

ELVIS RARE fifties
'Talkie' exchange for
early Bolan, Tyran-

April.

27

ernsea.
side

North Humber

Mary, 17 Thanet Road,
Braadslairs, Kent CT30

- Steve,
Oteverton Avenue, With-

-

Northwingfieid,

Chesterfield.

LPs: ELVIS, Como, Cash,
Reeves, Andy Williams,
new Pickwick, three
different' 13.90. post
paid.
List SAE,
Cummings, 11, Drumoyne
Avenue, Glasgow (RM )

-

BRAND NEW singles for
45p. Just out of charts.
factory fresh Guaranteed unpinyed. Records
now in charts can be
Large
ordered too'
SAE to: H. S. Pickard
Records. 20 Michigan
Avenue, Manor Park,

-

London. E 12 5J D.

MOTOWN COLLEG

nosaurus records. SAE -

TION, auction and set
sale rare singles. EPs,
LPs. Oriole. Stateside,
etc
large SAE to' Ian

11.F

Peterborough.

-

Freeman, 89 Castle
Drive, Northborough.

LP'S FROM 20p, 45s from
5p.
Large SAE:
Thompson, 24 Beaufort
Avenue, Blackpool.
RECORDS AT trade
prices to you.
Send
large SAE: J. Murphy, 66
Broomfield Street, Poplar, London EI46BO.

-

-

SINGLES! OLDIES. Re,
cent hits, obscurities. etc.
Thousands for sale. All
types. Many very cheap
SAE list: 49 High
Street, Barrington. Cambridge.
GOLDEN OLDIES

-

ga-

lore, ex - Juke box records
from 1254p Hundreds of
hits, most major stars.
SAE for lists Dept HR. P2,
Vandyke Street, Livers
pool LS ORT.

Records Wonted
TOY CASH paid for
muslcassettes lists,

-

to. Mallapes,

SAE

Gwytherin, Abergele,
Clwyd

ALL I.P'S and cassettes
bought for up to 13.30
each cash or t2 exchange
value Bring any quay, -i
My for send them by post
with SAE for cash only)

to

Record

Tape

.0

Exchange. 90 Goldhawk
Road, Shepherds Bush.
London tVt2 101.749
2Y:í01.

B

1

1'

CITY Rollers

Singles before By Rye
Baby Al (lurk, Ocean
View, Senner. t'enranen
,

